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Summary
England’s bid to host the 2018 World Cup cost the Football Association (FA) £15 million
and local councils £2.1 million. Had England won the right to host the 2018 World Cup,
there would have been substantial economic, social and sporting benefits to the country.
During our inquiry into domestic football governance, the Committee heard allegations of
unethical behaviour by Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)
representatives during the bidding process for the right to host the 2018 World Cup, and
noted criticism of the performance of the England bid team. We decided, therefore, to
hold a one-off oral evidence session on England’s 2018 World Cup bid, just as our
predecessor Committee had looked at the similarly unsuccessful England bid to host the
2006 World Cup.
We were appalled by the allegations of corruption made against members of the FIFA
Executive Committee during the course of our inquiry. Although they have been
challenged in other evidence, they are sufficiently serious for FIFA to commission a full,
urgent and independent investigation, and for the outcome to be made public. Instead,
FIFA has given every impression of wishing to sweep all allegations of misconduct under
the carpet and of dismissing anyone bringing allegations to them with an approach
bordering on contempt.
The Committee agrees with the conclusions of the FA independent review with regard to
the need for greater transparency at FIFA. We urge FIFA to conduct a thorough review of
its governance of bidding processes, incorporating independent input to address systemic
reform as well as the conduct of individuals, taking heed of the example set by the
International Olympic Committee following allegations of bribery and corruption relating
to Salt Lake City’s bid to host the 2002 Winter Olympic Games. The record of Sepp Blatter
does not inspire confidence that this will occur. We look to him now to fulfil the
undertakings that he gave at the time of his re-election to the Presidency. We urge the FA
and other national associations to ensure that he is held to account for them.
We find the decision to drop the investigation following the resignation of FIFA VicePresident Jack Warner extraordinary and it suggests that nothing has changed. As a first
step towards restoring confidence we call upon FIFA to publish the Ethics Committee
Report.
England’s bid team appears to have lacked a number of the components of a successful bid.
Lessons did not appear to have been learned from previous studies with regard to the
composition and unity of the bid team, and the messages it needed to project. More
fundamentally, it appears that the groundwork for a successful bid had not been laid
effectively with football’s international bodies.
We urge the FA to conduct a review of the 2018 bid along the lines of its 2006 bid report.
We recommend that the FA also review its longer term strategy for engaging with FIFA
and other international football authorities with a view to increasing its influence,
including with regard to governance reform.
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Finally, we recommend that the Government review its advice and its own actions on
bidding for international sporting events in the light of our Report and any future FA
report on the 2018 bid. The Government should consider, in particular, its early
announcement of the bid and whether sufficient attention was given to evaluating the
strengths and weaknesses of the England bid both before the bid was declared and during
the bidding process.
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Introduction

1. England’s bid to host the 2018 World Cup cost the Football Association (FA) £15
million and a number of local councils hoping to host matches £2.1 million. Had England
won, there would have been substantial economic, social and sporting benefits to the
country. The announcement in December 2010 that the bid to host the 2018 World Cup
had been won by Russia, with the UK winning only two votes, was a national
disappointment.
2. During the bidding process, both the Sunday Times and Panorama accused a number of
senior Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA) officials of corruption.1
Indeed, following the Sunday Times allegations, two members of FIFA’s Executive
Committee had their voting rights suspended. When they gave evidence before the
Committee during our current inquiry into domestic football governance, both Roger
Burden, FA National Game Representative, and Lord Triesman, former Chairman of the
FA and of the England 2018 World Cup bid team, were, in passing, very critical of the
conduct of FIFA during the 2018 bidding process. Lord Triesman confided:
I think there will be a time, Mr Chairman, when the contacts that I and others had
with members of the FIFA Executive should be described in detail, because some of
the processes I don’t think really stand up to proper scrutiny.2
3. Given the above, there was a clear public interest in inviting Lord Triesman back to
discuss the 2018 World Cup bid in more detail. We also invited Mike Lee to give a different
perspective. Mike Lee had been a strategic adviser behind a number of successful bids for
international competitions, including the Qatar bid to host the 2022 World Cup, the result
for which was announced on the same day as the 2018 decision; Rio de Janeiro’s bid to host
the 2016 Olympics; and London’s bid to host the 2012 Olympics. We also approached
David Dein, International President of the England bid, but he was unable to attend on the
day of our oral evidence session.
4. In launching this inquiry we were also following in the footsteps of our predecessor
Committee, which looked at the unsuccessful England bid for the 2006 World Cup as part
of its 2000-01 inquiry into staging international sporting events.3 Given the extent of the
interest in our oral evidence session, and the seriousness of some of the allegations laid
against members of FIFA’s Executive Committee, we have decided to report our findings
quickly and in advance of our Report into domestic football governance. Accordingly, this
Report concentrates on the two main themes that emerged from the 2018 World Cup bid
oral evidence session and related oral and written evidence:
•

the role played by FIFA during the bidding process, and

•

the performance of the FA bid team.

1

“FIFA’s dirty Secrets”, Panorama, broadcast on BBC1 on Monday 29 November 2010 and “Want the World Cup? It'll
cost you money or girls”, the Sunday Times, 23 October 2010.
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As always with Select Committee inquiries, the Committee reserves the right to return to
this topic should subsequent events merit it.
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FIFA’s role during the bidding process

5. Roger Burden was acting FA Chairman during the latter stages of the bidding process
and when the final decision was made in December 2010. He withdrew his application for
the permanent post on the grounds that liaison with FIFA was an important part of the job
and he was not prepared to have a relationship with FIFA given the way they had handled
the bidding process and outcome.4 When he gave evidence to the Committee during its
inquiry into domestic football governance in March 2011, he was complimentary about the
winning Russian bid, which he acknowledged was a good one, but told us that:
our bid was recognised as being the best by most objective judgements — indeed,
some of FIFA’s own judgements—and they set down the criteria on which
judgements were made. Yet, we only got one vote. It felt to me as though they were
not being fair and they were not being objective […]5
Lord Triesman was FA Chairman, and Chairman of the England 2018 World Cup bid
team, until his resignation in May 2010. When Lord Triesman first appeared before the
Committee during our inquiry into domestic football governance in February 2011, he
observed that the England bid team had been misled by FIFA:
Had they said at the time that the aim was to break into new territories, I would have
advised the FA board not to start in the first place. We started on what turned out to
be a completely false prospectus.6
Even more worryingly, as quoted in our introduction above, he hinted at unethical
practices.
6. When we invited Lord Triesman back to give more detailed evidence about the 2018
World Cup bidding process in May 2011, he made specific accusations of corruption
against four members of FIFA’s Executive Committee. He asserted that he had been a
witness to unethical behaviour, and that the examples he described were:
some things which were put to me personally, sometimes in the presence of others,
which in my view did not represent proper and ethical behaviour on the part of those
members of the Committee.7
He was adamant that in each case there was a clear linkage between what was being asked
for and the promise of a vote for the England bid.8
7. Lord Triesman explained that he had taken a tactical decision not to report these
approaches to FIFA so as not to undermine the English bid, observing:
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There was a huge amount of pressure to try and secure these games for England, a
huge desire not to burn off any prospect of doing so, and although there have from
time to time been some discussions with people at FIFA, the point was not pressed.9
We asked him whether the bidding process had been unduly influenced by improper
behaviour on behalf of some members of the Executive Committee. He replied that “I
think it will have been influenced to some extent”.10 It is frustrating and disappointing
that Lord Triesman did not see fit to raise his allegations of corruption against four
members of FIFA’s Executive Committee with FIFA when he first became aware of
them. We welcome the undertaking he gave us that he would now raise his allegations
with FIFA so that it could conduct an investigation.
8. Lord Triesman acknowledged failings in the England bid. He was frank that:
I don’t know that it [the England bid] was done to the standards that, in the final
analysis, would have justified it winning11
He also, though, pointed to the bid’s strengths, including outreach work in Africa where
the bid team were looking to build on existing ties:
I think it was the case that some of the things we were doing, and intended to step up
to an even higher level, probably ought to have given us a little bit more credit.12
In the light of this, we pressed him further on whether it would have been possible for
England to have mounted a successful World Cup bid without offering bribes, benefits in
kind, honours or other considerations to members of FIFA’s Executive Committee. He
replied:
I do not know the answer to that question in a way that would allow me to say yes or
no, but I certainly think it was a millstone.13
To prevent any recurrence of this situation, he recommended a much wider electorate,
expanded beyond the twenty-four members of the FIFA Executive Committee, and
reform of the FIFA Ethics Committee.
9. On the eve of our evidence session, we received a written submission from the Sunday
Times which included allegations that Qatar, the winning bid for the 2022 World Cup, had
bought the votes of three FIFA Executive Committee members and that FIFA had not
launched a proper investigation, despite having had these allegations brought to its
attention.14 We put them to Mike Lee, who told the Committee that he had no knowledge
of them. He was very clear that:
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I’ve never witnessed, never personally been involved, have absolutely no reason to
believe that those allegations are correct. Certainly if I’d had any sense that any bid
I’ve been involved in would engage in those tactics then obviously I personally would
not be involved. But I saw no evidence of that, absolutely not.15
He also argued that the Qatar bid stood on its own merits. He pointed to the work Qatar
had done to prove the viability of air-cooled stadiums, training camps and fan zones to
address concerns that the high temperatures of a Qatar summer would pose a health risk to
players and spectators, and to the strong legacy message that both Qatar and Russia, the
other winning bid, had articulated. He justified the big budget of the Qatar bid as required
to enable Qatar to gain a hearing:
if you’re coming from a position where you’re not on anybody’s radar screen
necessarily, where you don’t have some of the same traditions that certain bidders
have, where you need to establish yourself in a campaign, then I think it is important
to make sure that you do build alliances and you do have appropriate ambassadors.16
He observed that Qatar was not alone in offering to aid and develop football round the
world during the bidding process:
I think that England 2018, like many other bids, was trying to think creatively about
where the England team would play and where the development programme money
would go and where bid ambassadors went to visit to do training camps. Whether
we like it or not, the international sport political process has also a very important
element about how it benefits the organisation, the rights holders as a whole, how it
will make a difference in the development of the global game and how it will help
certain markets. That is the reality of it and you might say that England tried on
some of those fronts but weren’t successful in ultimately converting it into votes.17
He also reflected on the permissiveness within FIFA’s own rules on gifts, noting, for
instance, that gifts of incidental value were allowed, but that incidental value was not
defined.18
10. Following the oral evidence session, we received written evidence from the Qatar bid
committee, denying the Sunday Times allegations. It queried the working methods of the
Sunday Times investigative team; questioned the motivation of the alleged whistleblower;
and affirmed that:
At all times, the Bid Committee has observed rigorous propriety and acted entirely
within the rule prescribed by FIFA for the bidding process […]What is concerning
and unfair is that there appear to be those who are unable to accept that a team from
a country like Qatar could perform in this way and are ready—on the basis of no
evidence—to assume the worst.19
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11. Guy Oliver, author of an almanac on world football, also provided written evidence
attesting to the need to place any allegations of FIFA corruption within the wider context
of the important work that FIFA does promoting the game worldwide as well as its historic
role in developing the international game.20
12. We acknowledge the significance of FIFA’s role in developing the worldwide game.
However, the fact remains that the Committee has received serious allegations of
corruption by the FIFA Executive Committee and others occurring during the bidding
process to host the 2018 and 2022 World Cups. Such allegations severely damage the
credibility of FIFA. Following our oral evidence session, therefore, we wrote to FIFA
President Sepp Blatter urging FIFA to conduct a full investigation of the allegations that
had been made to us, and to make the outcome public, in order to restore confidence in the
integrity of FIFA. We suggested that the allegations indicated a need for FIFA to consider a
wider reform of its governance of future bidding processes, and that FIFA’s investigation
should consider systemic reform as well as the conduct of individuals. We also invited him
to give evidence before the Committee. He responded that FIFA had already asked the
Football Association and the Sunday Times for a report and that:
Once we have received all relevant reports, we will then decide about the next steps
to be taken, based on the evidence provided to us and will inform you accordingly.
Therefore, there is no need for me to come to your Committee.21
13. The FA commissioned James Dingemans QC to conduct an independent review of the
allegations made by Lord Triesman concerning FIFA Executive Committee members
seeking bribes or inducements from the England bid team in return for votes. The FA
submitted his findings to FIFA on Friday 27 May and FIFA published a summary
document on Monday 30 May.22
14. In the summary document, James Dingemans QC explained that the purpose of his
review was:
(1) To review the evidence of the allegations against the four Executive Committee
members; and (2) to ascertain if there is any other evidence that implicates FIFA
Executive Committee members or other FIFA offices taking ‘bribes’ in return for
votes.23
He observed that it was not part of his terms of reference to determine whether the
allegations made by Lord Triesman were well-founded. He explained the reason for this:
it is fundamental to any system of justice that a person against whom allegation has
been made is given an opportunity to answer that allegation before adverse findings
are made. The FA does not have jurisdiction to require answers from the four
Executive Committee members who were the subject of Lord Triesman’s evidence to

20
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Summary of the Report to the FA, Review of allegations of misconduct in relation to the FA’s 2018 World Cup Bid,
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the Select Committee. As between FIFA and the FA, FIFA is the relevant body for
those purposes.24
15. Some members of the Committee have had the opportunity to view the full report of
James Dingemans on a confidential basis. Perhaps unsurprisingly given the above context,
although his summary does appear to provide a degree of corroboration for some of the
allegations made by Lord Triesman against some of the FIFA Executive Committee
members, it does not provide a definitive view on their validity. It does, however, highlight
specific issues for FIFA to pursue, and makes a more general point about the need for
greater transparency in the bidding process. In particular, it calls for an updated and
detailed Code of Ethics covering lawful and unlawful approaches to and from members of
the FIFA Executive Committee. It also draws attention to an omission in the current Ethics
Code, which does not refer to the situation where gifts or other advantages are sought by
FIFA Executive Committee members and officials for family members, member
associations or corporations. Finally, the review is critical of the rules relating to the
bidding process, particularly the fact that they are directed only to the bidding member
association and the bid team and not to FIFA Executive Committee members and officials,
and the absence of rules regarding benefits provided to other member associations, or
countries, by bidding teams or by corporations intending to support the bid committee.
This latter point is important given allegations that bidding nations have sought to
promote their bids by offering national football associations funds to develop football in
their country and friendly matches. By the same token, it is relevant in light of allegations
that Executive Committee members have sought funding from bidding national
associations for football development projects or friendly matches that generate significant
revenue.
16. FIFA issued an immediate response to the review on its website, stating that it had
“found no elements in this report which would prompt the opening of any ethics
proceedings”.25 The response also stated that FIFA “had not received any evidence
whatsoever from the Sunday Times or from the ‘whistleblower’ cited in that newspaper
with regard to allegations made against two other members of the FIFA Executive
Committee”.26 We find this response disappointing and inadequate. While the review does
not confirm the allegations made by Lord Triesman, neither does it refute them. It does
find enough corroborative evidence to merit further investigation. The FA deserves a
substantive, formal response from FIFA, which we understand it has yet to receive. FIFA
needs to give due consideration to both the additional material relating to Lord Triesman’s
specific allegations made against the four FIFA Executive Committee members, and the
wider points made about the need for greater transparency and a tightening of FIFA’s
bidding rules with regard both to personal gifts and more general offers by bid teams to
develop football through national associations. The FA has only limited jurisdiction to
explore the allegations made by Lord Triesman—it is, for example, only within FIFA’s
jurisdiction to require answers from the four Executive Committee members—while it is
also for FIFA to take forward the general points raised about the urgent need for greater

24

Ibid.
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Commons”, FIFA press release, Monday 30 May
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transparency at FIFA. The separate allegations made by the Sunday Times are also
sufficiently serious to warrant further investigation by FIFA. In supplementary evidence,
the Sunday Times informed us that it had attempted to arrange a meeting between FIFA
and the whistleblower, but that FIFA, having originally agreed to give assurances to protect
the whistleblower, withdrew them without explanation. The Sunday Times was critical of
FIFA for “closing the matter down at the earliest possible opportunity”.27
17. On 1 June 2011, Sepp Blatter was elected, unopposed, for a fourth term of office as
FIFA’s President, until 2015. The previous day, the FA had called for the elections to be
postponed to give credibility to the process, and to enable any alternative reforming
candidate to be given the opportunity to stand for President. Although the FA was
unsuccessful, under the circumstances we applaud its principled stance. In his speech
following re-election, Sepp Blatter spoke about the need for transparency. FIFA’s Congress
agreed to take responsibility for the final vote to decide on the host of future FIFA World
Cups away from FIFA’s Executive Committee, and approved the creation of a corporate
governance and compliance committee composed of respected personalities from the
football family, and possibly from areas outside football.
18. We recognise that events have moved on with the re-election of Sepp Blatter, and
welcome both his avowed commitment to greater transparency and the aforementioned
Congress decisions. We note though that FIFA has yet to provide details of the
membership and terms of reference for the corporate governance and compliance
committee, or a timescale for it to report. The true tests of Sepp Blatter’s new Presidency
will be the extent to which FIFA pursues investigations into the serious allegations made
against members of its Executive Committee; the extent to which it addresses systemic
reform of its governance; and the extent to which both strands are brought to a satisfactory
conclusion. Ideally, both tasks should be conducted with a strong independent element.
The need for this is further borne out by the resignation of FIFA Vice President Jack
Warner, and consequent dropping of the investigation into his conduct by the FIFA Ethics
Committee. We understand from media reporting that the FIFA Ethics Committee
intended to be critical of the conduct of both Jack Warner and FIFA Executive member
and one-time FIFA presidential candidate Mohammed Bin Hamman in relation to their
conduct during the FIFA presidential election.
19. There is a precedent for an international sporting organisation undertaking farreaching governance reform. In December 1998, stories of corruption and bribery among
members of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) emerged in relation to the
selection of Salt Lake City as host of the 2002 Winter Olympic Games. The allegations
prompted investigations by the IOC itself (led by Dick Pound) and by the Salt Lake
Olympic Organizing Committee for the Olympic Winter Games of 2002 (SLOC); the
United States Olympic Committee (USOC – headed by former Senator George Mitchell);
the FBI; and the US Senate Commerce Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigation,
which took evidence from, among others, then IOC President Juan Antonio Samaranch. A
US Congressman also introduced a bill to prohibit American corporations, including the
television networks, from providing any financial support to the IOC until it had instituted

27
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reforms, and a major sponsor threatened to withhold payments pending answers to the
allegations.28
20. The IOC responded to the mounting pressure to instigate reform by expelling six IOC
members, and establishing a permanent, independent Ethics Commission to develop a
Code of Ethics and appropriate enforcement mechanisms and a second commission, the
IOC 2000 Commission, to reform the entire structure of the Olympic movement. In
December 1999, at an extraordinary session in Lausanne, the IOC approved 50 reforms
proposed by the IOC 2000 Commission. The reforms included age and term limits for IOC
members; eliminating visits by IOC Members to the bid cities; and much more
transparency in the financial transactions of the IOC, the bid cities and the organising
committees of Olympic games. In his evidence before the Committee, Mike Lee noted that:
the IOC, in the light of Salt Lake City, took a number of very important steps and
reforms, which I think has made the IOC process recognised across the world as
more open and more transparent than it used to be.29
He observed, in particular, that IOC rules now state unequivocally that gifts of any value
are not allowed.30 In recent media interviews, Sports Minister Hugh Robertson has called
on FIFA to follow the example of the IOC in the wake of the Salt Lake City allegations.
21. The Committee was appalled by the allegations of corruption made against
members of the FIFA Executive Committee during the course of its inquiry. Although
they have been challenged in other evidence, they are sufficiently serious for FIFA to
commission a full, urgent and independent investigation, and for the outcome to be
made public. Instead, FIFA has given every impression of wishing to sweep all
allegations of misconduct under the carpet and of dismissing anyone bringing
allegations to them with an approach bordering on contempt.
22. The Committee agrees with the conclusions of the FA independent review with
regard to the need for greater transparency at FIFA. We urge FIFA to conduct a
thorough review of its governance of bidding processes, incorporating independent
input to address systemic reform as well as the conduct of individuals, taking heed of
the example set by the International Olympic Committee following allegations of
bribery and corruption relating to Salt Lake City’s bid to host the 2002 Winter Olympic
Games. The record of Sepp Blatter to date does not inspire confidence that this will
occur. We look to him now to fulfil the undertakings that he gave at the time of his reelection to the Presidency. We urge the FA and other national associations to ensure
that he is held to account for them.
23. We find the decision to drop the investigation following the resignation of Jack
Warner extraordinary and it suggests that nothing has changed. As a first step towards
restoring confidence we call upon FIFA to publish the Ethics Committee report.
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The English bid

24. It is important to remember that any World Cup bid requires public funding and
Government backing. During the 2018 World Cup bid, first the Labour Government and
then the Coalition Government devoted time, effort and resources to supporting the bid.
There is a need to consider the very serious accusations levelled at the conduct of FIFA
during the bidding process. However, there is also a public interest in considering the
performance of the England bid team, to ascertain whether there are lessons to be learned
not just by the FA but also by the Government from the failure of the bid. We drew first on
the work of our predecessor Committee, which looked at the England bid for the 2006
FIFA World Cup as part of its 2000-01 inquiry into staging international sporting events.31

Previous reports: Lessons learned?
25. England’s 2006 bid also ended in failure in July 2000, albeit with more votes (five) than
the 2018 bid team managed. In December 2000, the FA submitted to the inquiry a report of
the 2006 bidding process. The FA’s report reached conclusions as to why England had lost
and on what was needed to win the right to stage a major international sports tournament.
Some of the reasons for the 2006 bid failure were specific to the time:
•

perception abroad of a gentleman’s agreement under which UEFA allegedly
awarded England the 1996 European Championships in return for England’s
acquiescence in Germany’s nomination as Europe’s candidate for the 2006 World
Cup. As a consequence, UEFA declared its support for the German bid;

•

problems with financing Wembley stadium;

•

hooliganism from English fans during the 2000 European Championships held one
month before the vote; and

•

controversially low marks from the inspection process.32

26. Other reasons, however, have a more contemporary resonance. The FA’s report
concluded that a more fundamental cause of England’s failure was:
The Football Association’s and English football’s relative lack of influence in both
European and world football.33
The FA’s report attributed this to a failure to engage with the international football
authorities over a prolonged period:
English football, while latterly flourishing at home and particularly commercially,
had adopted an insular attitude, seen by some UEFA and FIFA members as standoffish and even arrogant […] the fact is, that for a long time, England had not been

31
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punching its weight as one of the top football nations. Our thin representation on the
governing bodies of UEFA and FIFA and their Secretariats, committees and panels
was both a consequence and a cause of our lack of influence.34
27. It is also worth recording that the 2006 bid, just like the 2018 bid, had to withstand the
loss of the Chairman and Chief Executive of the FA. Chairman Keith Wiseman and Chief
Executive Graham Kelly both resigned following accusations that they had offered financial
support to the Welsh FA in return for a possible vote by Wales to secure Keith Wiseman a
place on the FIFA Executive. Shortly afterwards, in an unrelated development, Glen
Hoddle resigned as England coach. The Report does not place emphasis on these
departures, suggesting that the crisis gave the FA the opportunity for new leadership that
almost certainly helped the bid in the long run. It does note, however, that there was some
immediate damage to the bid:
Here was a country bidding to stage the World Cup which had managed to lose a
Chief Executive, a Chairman and a national coach in the space of two months.
Inevitably questions were being asked overseas about what was going on in English
football.35
28. In terms of lessons to be learned for the future, the FA’s report provided a checklist of
requirements to win the right to stage a major international sporting tournament.
Internationally, it specified:
A long-term, systematic and conscious involvement and investment by the national
association in the running of the international sport. […] A country whose national
association lacks influence and friends will never host a world tournament. […]
Where feasible, the national association’s commitment to the international game
[…] should be demonstrated by a track-record of well-conceived technical assistance
to less advanced countries.
The active support of the sport’s regional Confederation or Governing body
(equivalent of UEFA) and, where relevant, the likely or potential support of a
proportion of members of the world governing body, ideally including its President.
Wide international recognition […] that England’s turn has come.36
Domestically, the FA’s report specified:
The active commitment to the bid of the sport’s national authority;
The active and committed support of Government;
An experienced and dynamic campaign director;
An adequate campaign budget;
Internationally recognised, respected and influential people to front the bid;
34

Ibid.
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First class stadia and supporting facilities, available on time;
Domestic support from clubs and the sports administrators;
A lack of serious, potentially undermining factors [eg hooliganism]; and
National media for the most part sympathetic to and involved in the bid.37
Our predecessor Committee concluded that extraneous factors and the politics of
international sport would always matter as much as, if not more than, the inherent
technical strengths of a bid. In consequence, bidding for events of this nature would
remain a hazardous business. It was impressed by the evidence received from the FA.
29. The performance of the 2018 bid team should also be assessed against a feasibility study
for hosting the World Cup prepared by HM Treasury and DCMS in February 2007, which
drew on the Committee’s earlier Report and the FA’s own review of the 2006 bid.38 It
records a number of positive reasons—tangible and intangible benefits—for the
Government to support a well constructed World Cup bid. Key topical conclusions
included:
The FA would need to fully implement the recommendations from Lord Burns’
Structural Review. This would enable the organisation to have the necessary
corporate decision making processes and structures that will be required when
taking forward a bid.
[…] The FA will need to be able to set out a clear rationale and motivation for
bidding and recognise that in order to maximise the chances of success there will be
a need for a professional, adequately skilled bidding organisation, potentially at arms
length from the FA. Finally, having a clear ambition for a legacy, both sporting and
non-sporting is important.39
Interestingly, the feasibility study made no assessment of the extent to which FIFA’s weak
governance structure added risk to a World Cup bid.
30. Against this background, it is noteworthy that Andy Anson, Chief Executive of the
2018 bid, took great pains to stress that lessons had been learned from the previous bid
when he helped launch the 2018 bid at Wembley Stadium on 18 May 2009. He was quoted
as saying that:
One of the things we learned from the last World Cup bid was we were perceived to
be arrogant around the world in how we presented ourselves.
The tone of this campaign has to be different. We will certainly not be saying that
football is coming home. It was an arrogant slogan.40
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In the immediate aftermath of the vote, he blamed external factors—notably the role
played by the media in covering negative stories about FIFA—for England’s bid failure. He
was particularly critical of the BBC’s decision to broadcast a Panorama programme
accusing individual FIFA members of corruption on Monday 29 November, a few days
before the vote. BBC Director General Mark Thompson told us, however, that, because of
the need to validate evidence that only came to light a few weeks before broadcast, he was
satisfied that Monday 29 November was the earliest possible broadcast time, and moreover
that it was “entirely appropriate to broadcast it in the week when the very individuals and
the organisation the programme was about were going to make the decision”.41 He was
firm that:
my duty, as Editor-in-Chief of the BBC, or the BBC’s duty, is around reporting the
truth, and reporting it essentially when we’re able to broadcast it.42
We agree with Mark Thompson that both the timing and content of the Panorama
programme shown on Monday 29 November into allegations of FIFA corruption were
amply justified by the public interest in FIFA’s governance and, more generally, in
independent and impartial journalism.
31. As we saw in the previous section, for Lord Triesman and Roger Burden, as with Andy
Anson, much of the blame for the England bid failure lay with external factors — notably,
in their view, the conduct of FIFA. For Mike Lee, who has considerable experience of what
makes a successful bid for an international sporting event, much of the blame for England’s
bid failure lay rather closer to home. He told the Committee that:
I do think there is a slight danger, both for the Committee and also here in England,
to just blame everybody else […] I think if we end up in this country as deciding that
there was nothing fundamentally wrong with either the 2006 or 2018 bid and we
don’t reflect on what lessons are to be learned for the future, we will be making a
grave mistake.43
Referring specifically to the Treasury feasibility study, he told the Committee that key
lessons from the previous bid had clearly not been learned.

Composition of the bid team
32. It is striking that, during the 2018 bid, as with the 2006 bid (albeit under different
circumstances), both the Chairman and the Chief Executive of the FA resigned. Although
Chief Executive Ian Watmore was not part of the bid team, his resignation in March 2010
in frustration at FA governance structures, and then Lord Triesman’s resignation in May
2010, are again unlikely to have been perceived positively on the international stage. It was,
perhaps, particularly unfortunate that Lord Triesman resigned having been covertly taped
making allegations of collusion between other bidders for the 2018 World Cup. Mike Lee
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felt that there were tensions within the bid team, suggesting for instance that the leadership
was not clear after Lord Triesman had resigned:
Was it Geoff Thompson? Was it David Dein? Was it Andy Anson? This was a lack of
clarity that cost us internationally.44
He was also critical of the decision to appoint the Chairman of the FA to lead the bid team,
rather than establishing an arms’ length organisation to run the bid:
One of the things they said, which I think is absolutely right, is that ideally you need a
bid committee that has a unique focus on winning the bid […] in London 2012 we
had an independent company with a board that was set up to add value.45
Because the 2018 bid team did not go down this path, he felt that “they did not run a
particularly focused and unique campaign”.46 By contrast, neither of the bid leaders of the
winning bids (Russia for 2018 and Qatar for 2022) were chairmen of their FA.47 Lord
Triesman, though, explained that he had felt he had no option but to chair the England bid
because FIFA’s President Sepp Blatter had indicated to him that this was desirable.48
33. Evidence received during the course of our football governance inquiry has also
pointed to a lack of harmony between the FA and the Premier League. William Gaillard,
adviser to the President, UEFA, referred to “the turf wars that have been going on in this
country”.49 Lord Mawhinney, former Chairman of the Football League, observed:
there is a poor relationship—and I use my diplomatic language because I am
testifying before Parliament—between the FA and the Premier League.50
Such rivalry is not likely to have assisted the cohesiveness of the bid team. Indeed, in this
context, it may be noteworthy that Sir Dave Richards, Premier League Chairman, resigned
from the FA bid team in November 2009.
34. Lord Triesman was somewhat critical of the Premier League, noting that “it took a long
time to get the Premier League on board”.51 He also observed that the Premier League had
sought to make FA support for its ‘39th game’ proposal—an idea, now dropped, for an extra
round of English Premier League matches to be played at neutral venues abroad to
capitalise on the Premier League’s global appeal—a condition of its support. In subsequent
evidence submitted to the Committee, Richard Scudamore, Chief Executive of the Premier
League, strongly denied this.52
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Tone and message of the campaign
35. In earlier evidence to the Committee Niall Quinn, chairman of Sunderland, who was
active in the England bid because Sunderland was a potential host venue, was critical of the
tone of the campaign:
there was a lot of good stuff, but a lot of that good stuff got drowned in arrogance. I
really believe that.53
In written evidence to the Committee, Guy Oliver similarly referred to “the arrogance of
English football”.54 He also cited international perceptions of the Premier League,
particularly the arrogance inherent in the 39th game plan, as having harmed the bid.55 Lord
Triesman commented further that, while the Premier League’s commercial success was
much admired, there was also some resentment amongst other footballing authorities that
it was buying their brightest young talent, stating that “not everybody wants to see their 16year-olds move around”.56

Role of Government
36. The Committee noted that the announcement of the bid for England to host the World
Cup was made considerably earlier than that by Qatar and that the ensuing, drawn-out
campaign of over two years may have contributed to the lack of success. Mike Lee felt that
Government had not always played a supportive role. He agreed with our suggestion that
England had announced its bid too early in 2007, observing that the timing appeared to
reflect Government priorities and that “the FA got a little bit bounced in terms of timing”.57
Lord Triesman told us that the Prime Minister announced the bid before the FA Board had
an opportunity to consider the timing of the announcement.58 One consequence, he told
us, was that the England bid appeared to struggle to maintain momentum, observing that
“I had a sense that they sort of ran out of steam at a certain moment and came back with a
little flourish but it was all too late”.59 More tentatively, he wondered whether Government
had sustained its commitment to the bid, telling us that “I didn’t feel it was this
wholehearted rush of activity and real sustained work coming from the highest levels of
Government”.60

International influence
37. The FA Report into England’s 2006 bid identified a lack of influence at the Union of
European Football Associations (UEFA) and FIFA as the fundamental cause of defeat.
Judging by comments from a number of witnesses, nothing has changed. William Gaillard,
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giving a perspective from UEFA, felt that “the English FA is probably in a weaker spot than
any other FA in Europe”.61 When Peter Coates, Chairman of Stoke City Football Club, and
long-standing member of the FA, gave evidence he observed that the bid team should have
had more inside knowledge of FIFA’s thinking:
It surprises me that we are not smart enough to get a feel and get a flavour for what is
going on and end up with egg on our face with one vote.62
Mike Lee commented that:
I am interested in lessons learned, and one of the reasons to me is that UK Sport, on
the back of London’s 2012 victory, have developed an international leadership
programme thinking about how we can support sports administers and people that
work in the politics of sport to take up more leading positions in the international
sports federations.63
My sense, and I’ve worked for UEFA for four years so I saw a little bit on the inside,
is that the engagement is not consistent enough. It doesn’t feel strategically thought
through.64
In subsequent written evidence, he turned this comment into a firm proposal that:
The FA, in conjunction with the Premier League, should conduct a thorough review
of their activities within UEFA and FIFA in order to clarify the most effective and
strategic use of English football representatives within both organisations and
perhaps seek to replicate the International Leadership Programme created by UK
Sport to identify administrative and political talent to be coached and encouraged to
fulfil international roles in the future.65
As an example of tactical naivety, he pointed during the oral evidence session to the fact
that the UK has four guaranteed places on the International Football Association Board,
the law-making body of the game. He felt that these four guaranteed places for the home
nations caused resentment, without delivering real influence. In written evidence, he
argued further that:
Even if the FA do not want to relinquish these positions at least they should be asked
i) what is their real purpose in the years ahead and ii) what are the advantages that
could be gained by volunteering to stand down and open them up as part of an
overall FIFA reform process.66
38. Finally, in his written evidence, Guy Oliver urged the FA to spend more time
strengthening its bilateral international relations:
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If we want to play a central role in the organisation of world football and to host a
World Cup in the future, we must start engaging with other football nations around
the world by acknowledging and trying to understand better the different football
cultures that exist in different countries.67
Similarly, Mike Lee drew attention to the FA’s international development programme,
expressing concern that the FA was conducting a review that might well include cutting
budgets and closing down projects in Africa. He observed that:
This does not seem to fit with the progressive, long term approach to building
friendships and alliances for the future that is sorely needed.68
39. Lord Triesman accepted that the FA had not put fully into practice the
recommendation of the FA Report on the 2006 bid regarding sustained engagement with
football’s international bodies:
I think that over the years there was a great deal more that could have been done in
working with both FIFA and UEFA. I completely accept that.69

Way forward
40. The FA would appear to have a very difficult balance to strike. On the one hand, its
historic disengagement from FIFA is preventing England from bidding successfully for
international football tournaments, and from attracting the wider benefits for the game
and the country that hosting such tournaments entails. On the other hand, deepening
engagement with an unreformed FIFA risks tarnishing the FA’s own reputation unless it
continues to press for reform. As the Committee learned during its visit to Germany as
part of its inquiry into football governance, the FA is held in high regard by a number of
other national FAs. One way forward might be for the FA to develop its bilateral
relationships with a view to building consensus amongst like-minded FAs for reform. The
fact that, at least under current rules, European countries will be unable to bid for the right
to host a World Cup until at least 2030, means that the FA can perhaps afford to play a
long game, and to consolidate its position as a leading internal advocate of FIFA reform.
Sports Minister Hugh Robertson has undertaken to make representations about FIFA with
European Sports Ministers and within the European Union (EU), as part of the EU’s wider
initiative to reform international sporting bodies based in Europe.70 We welcome this
Government commitment.
41. As our predecessor Committee concluded, bidding for international sporting events
will remain a hazardous business. However, England’s bid team appears to have lacked
a number of the components of a successful bid. Lessons did not appear to have been
learned from previous studies with regard to the composition and unity of the bid
team, and the messages it needed to project. More fundamentally, it appears that the
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groundwork for a successful bid had not been laid effectively with football’s
international bodies.
42. We urge the FA to conduct a review of the 2018 bid along the lines of its 2006 bid
report. We recommend that the FA also review its longer term strategy for engaging
with FIFA and other international football authorities with a view to increasing its
influence, including with regard to governance reform. The review should include an
assessment of the pros and cons of maintaining its representation on the International
Football Association Board and of reducing its international development programme.
43. We recommend that the Government review its advice and its own actions on
bidding for international sporting events in the light of our Report and any future FA
report on the 2018 bid. The Government should consider, in particular, its early
announcement of the bid and whether sufficient attention was given to evaluating the
strengths and weaknesses of the England bid both before the bid was declared and
during the bidding process.
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Conclusions and recommendations
FIFA’s role during the bidding process
1.

It is frustrating and disappointing that Lord Triesman did not see fit to raise his
allegations of corruption against four members of FIFA’s Executive Committee with
FIFA when he first became aware of them. We welcome the undertaking he gave us
that he would now raise his allegations with FIFA so that it could conduct an
investigation. (Paragraph 7)

2.

The Committee was appalled by the allegations of corruption made against members
of the FIFA Executive Committee during the course of its inquiry. Although they
have been challenged in other evidence, they are sufficiently serious for FIFA to
commission a full, urgent and independent investigation, and for the outcome to be
made public. Instead, FIFA has given every impression of wishing to sweep all
allegations of misconduct under the carpet and of dismissing anyone bringing
allegations to them with an approach bordering on contempt. (Paragraph 21)

3.

The Committee agrees with the conclusions of the FA independent review with
regard to the need for greater transparency at FIFA. We urge FIFA to conduct a
thorough review of its governance of bidding processes, incorporating independent
input to address systemic reform as well as the conduct of individuals, taking heed of
the example set by the International Olympic Committee following allegations of
bribery and corruption relating to Salt Lake City’s bid to host the 2002 Winter
Olympic Games. The record of Sepp Blatter to date does not inspire confidence that
this will occur. We look to him now to fulfil the undertakings that he gave at the time
of his re-election to the Presidency. We urge the FA and other national associations
to ensure that he is held to account for them. (Paragraph 22)

4.

We find the decision to drop the investigation following the resignation of Jack
Warner extraordinary and it suggests that nothing has changed. As a first step
towards restoring confidence we call upon FIFA to publish the Ethics Committee
report. (Paragraph 23)

The English Bid
5.

We agree with Mark Thompson that both the timing and content of the Panorama
programme shown on Monday 29 November into allegations of FIFA corruption
were amply justified by the public interest in FIFA’s governance and, more generally,
in independent and impartial journalism. (Paragraph 30)

6.

As our predecessor Committee concluded, bidding for international sporting events
will remain a hazardous business. However, England’s bid team appears to have
lacked a number of the components of a successful bid. Lessons did not appear to
have been learned from previous studies with regard to the composition and unity of
the bid team, and the messages it needed to project. More fundamentally, it appears
that the groundwork for a successful bid had not been laid effectively with football’s
international bodies. (Paragraph 41)
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7.

We urge the FA to conduct a review of the 2018 bid along the lines of its 2006 bid
report. We recommend that the FA also review its longer term strategy for engaging
with FIFA and other international football authorities with a view to increasing its
influence, including with regard to governance reform. The review should include an
assessment of the pros and cons of maintaining its representation on the
International Football Association Board and of reducing its international
development programme. (Paragraph 42)

8.

We recommend that the Government review its advice and its own actions on
bidding for international sporting events in the light of our Report and any future FA
report on the 2018 bid. The Government should consider, in particular, its early
announcement of the bid and whether sufficient attention was given to evaluating
the strengths and weaknesses of the England bid both before the bid was declared
and during the bidding process. (Paragraph 43)
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Oral evidence
Taken before the Culture, Media and Sport Committee
on Tuesday 10 May 2011
Members present:
Mr John Whittingdale (Chair)
Ms Louise Bagshawe
Dr Thérèse Coffey
Damian Collins
Philip Davies

Paul Farrelly
Alan Keen
Mr Adrian Sanders
Mr Tom Watson
________________

Examination of Witness
Witness: Mike Lee, Strategist behindthe 2022 Qatar World Cup bid, gave evidence.
Q1 Chair: Good morning. This is a special session
of the Committee’s inquiry into football governance
in which we intend to look specifically at the bid by
England for the 2018 World Cup and can I welcome,
as our first witness this morning, Mike Lee who was a
strategist behind the successful Qatar World Cup bid.
Ms Bagshawe: Mr Lee, you have an amazing record
in taking outsider bids in international competitions
and leading them to victory. As well as Qatar 2022,
you have Rio 2016 and London 2012 to your credit.
What would you sum up as the key criteria for making
a successful bid for one of these types of
competitions?
Mike Lee: The truth is that all bids are a bit like
political campaigns; they are all different. So there are
different reasons why people win and lose. But if you
were trying to summarise, looking the most recent
history of bids in terms the World Cup and also the
Olympic/Paralympic Games, I think there are some
definite key things that you have to have in place. The
first is you have to have a very strong and appropriate
leadership for the bid. You definitely have to have
very active high levels of political and Government
support. You need a good technical base. You can’t
get away with that. You need a powerful and unique
campaign message.
One of the things I think the team achieved at London
2012 was the way in which our brand of London was
going to enhance the brand of Olympic sport and the
Olympic Games. So you need to show the way in
which what you offer can benefit the rights holder and
their crown jewels, whatever that event is. You need
a good bid organisation and the right sort of board.
You need a strong united team. You need to
understand the voters, because ultimately, whatever
else you’re doing, there are a certain number of people
who are casting votes—they will make the ultimate
decision—and think globally about those voters and
how they think about themselves and the world. You
need great communications and marketing, and
ultimately, a sense of purpose. In the light of today’s
inquiry, if you look at that list, most of those things
were missing from the England 2018 bid.
Q2 Ms Bagshawe: Which brings me neatly on to my
second question: England 2018 didn’t have you. It
was perceived as a terrible failure, whereas London

2012 was perceived as a spectacular success and a
surprising success. Could you expand a little bit more
on what London 2012 had in its bid that England 2018
did not?
Mike Lee: Indeed there has been discussion on this
within this Committee and I notice that the Treasury
and the DCMS produced their own report looking at
the lessons of London 2012 and also the lessons of
the failed World Cup bid for 2006. One of the things
they said, which I think is absolutely right, is that
ideally you need a bid committee that has a unique
focus on winning the bid and thinks as a bid
committee and campaigns with that as its sole
purpose. In London 2012 we had an independent
company with a board that was set up to add value.
We had a very good relationship with the British
Olympic Association, but not one that they sought to
control. So we had a very productive relationship with
Sir Craig Reedie and Simon Clegg in that they played
their key part but they didn’t try and dominate or
control from a national governing body point of view.
Incidentally, I think, if I may say, that a lot of that
structure and then the appointment of the executive
team was with the first bid leader, Barbara Cassani,
but we then went on to have a very inspirational leader
in Seb Coe. The way Seb worked with the team,
inspired the team, and what he represented in the
Olympic world, was crucial; so that executive team
was working in a proper way with the board and with
an inspirational leader. We also spent a lot of time
thinking about what we were doing: what the message
was going to be; what the narrative was; how we
would campaign; how we would talk to and attract the
IOC and the voters; how we would also work with
national Olympic committees and international
federations. A huge amount of brain power and time
and reflection and teamwork went into that, and that
is perhaps the difference. Ultimately we also spent
some time understanding where the votes were at, and
indeed there was a lot of work, in particular by Seb
and Keith Mills and Craig Reedie, predicting where
the vote was going to go, and we got it pretty accurate.
Q3 Damian Collins: I would just like to ask a few
questions about the Qatar bid itself. Given your role
and the role of your company overseeing
communications and PR, were you involved in all
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aspects of preparing the bid and presenting the bid and
dealing with media inquiries, or was it just individual
aspects or in certain regions of the world?
Mike Lee: No, the work we do is around overall
campaign strategy: thinking through how the
campaign needs to evolve and develop; what the key
messages are; how you address negatives; how you
create positives in terms of the campaign; working
very hard in terms of the marketing and the media
management side of the bid. We’re not engaged in
every different dimension but we are involved usually
at chairman/CEO level in terms of planning, thinking
and evolving the campaign, because one of the things
that matters in these campaigns is how you build
momentum and knowing when the final vote is. In
London’s case it was that day in Singapore and for
the World Cup it was 2 December in Zurich. You need
to think about how you build momentum over a
campaign, like any political campaign that you will be
familiar with.

Mike Lee: Well, FIFA have not made any decisions.
It has been raised and then the debate seems to have
currently stopped. Certainly there has been no
proposal from Qatar. Qatar’s commitment was based
on the bid book, on the submission, and that is to host
the World Cup during the dates that we proposed, and
a belief and a commitment that that will work—and
of course you have over 10 years to prepare. Certainly
the technology does work, I’ve seen it work
personally, and Qatar are confident they can deliver a
summer World Cup. So if the debate restarts, it’s not
going to be down to Qatar.

Q4 Damian Collins: I’d like to ask some questions
about the bidding process and lessons that can be
learned from that and that people can learn as well, as
there have been a lot of allegations made about the
bidding process. But before I do, I just wanted to ask
one specific question about Qatar. One of the issues
that has raised a lot of concern was over what FIFA
referred to as the health risks of players playing at
high temperatures in the stadiums and that the
technology the Qataris proposed to cool the stadiums
is, as yet, untested or developed for World Cup-sized
stadiums. How did you convince the world on that
point?
Mike Lee: We spent a lot of time on that issue in the
course of the campaign. As I say, good campaigns
understand what the potential issues are and what the
potential negatives are and address them. In Qatar’s
case there is an air-cooled stadium already operating
very well in Doha. No roof on it. In fact a number of
journalists have visited the stadium. What is new is
the
solar-powered,
environmentally-sustainable
technology that has been developed as a prototype.
There is a small stadium built to showcase and
develop that. At the end of the campaign certainly we
felt, with the inspection team and with the wider
football family, that we showed that air-cooling could
work in stadiums, in our training camps and in fan
zones. Now, obviously there is a debate that has
occurred since with suggestions from certain quarters
within FIFA that maybe the date should be switched
to the winter. That has never been proposed by Qatar.

Q6 Damian Collins: There was a report in the Daily
Telegraph looking at the Qatari bid that highlighted
areas of expenditure by the Qatari campaign, in
particular acceptable financial systems, the
Argentinian FA, and also a large amount of spending
on ambassadors from different countries around the
world to support their bid. $7 million was spent on
hiring Gabriel Batistuta, for example, the Argentinian
footballer. It was even reported that Archbishop Tutu
had been approached with an offer of £63,000 for a
donation to charities of his choice. Do you think this
level of engagement, in terms of hiring of
ambassadors, is appropriate and adds to the openness
and validity of World Cup bids?
Mike Lee: There are two or three things there. The
first is that that was a report. It’s never been proven
or substantiated, but I am aware of the report. I think
it is true—and here you do start looking at these
mega-event bids—if you’re coming from a position
where you’re not on anybody’s radar screen
necessarily, where you don’t have some of the same
traditions that certain bidders have, where you need
to establish yourself in a campaign, then I think it is
important to make sure that you do build alliances and
you do have appropriate ambassadors. Batistuta, for
example, had played in Qatar and had a very good
time there. Ronald de Boer lives in Doha. He was a
part of our team. So you’re both establishing yourself
on the world stage and bringing people into the mix
who often are working very, very hard. To be honest,
as I look across the various big companies I’ve been
involved in, in some cases, and with most cases in
London 2012, ambassadors were able to give their
time free. In other instances you do need to pay a fee
or expenses. So that is in the mix: it is a part of the
process. Having voices that can talk from a footballing
perspective about what it is that you’re trying to
achieve and what it would mean also to the Middle
East as a region is a very valid part of the process.

Q5 Damian Collins: I mean, given the severe
implications for the football calendar of switching the
World Cup to the winter, and the concerns we’ve had
through our inquiry that this is something that could
be done in an arbitrary manner by FIFA and decided
by them and the rest of the world would just have to
cope with that, if that came up subsequent to the Qatar
bid, do you not think there should be very serious
lessons learned by FIFA about the bidding process and
assurances that it receives from countries about
technology and staging of events which is yet
unproven?

Q7 Damian Collins: But it seems to go further than
that. In the same Daily Telegraph report it said that
there were bid documents proposing to build a
football academy in Thailand, which is the home
nation of one of the Executive Committee members;
also a proposal to move the headquarters of the Asian
Football Federation from Doha to Malaysia. Do you
think this is going too far, beyond just supporting and
marketing a bid document, and actively courting
executive members—
Mike Lee: I’m not aware of the specific ones that you
mentioned, but I’m also aware that—
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Damian Collins: It’s in the article that you said you
were aware of.
Mike Lee: I think England, for example, agreed to
play a friendly in Thailand, which they subsequently
cancelled. I think in bid processes where you’re also
looking to aid and develop football in other parts of
the world, the question of development programmes,
relocating stadiums, playing international friendlies, is
in the mix in some form. The important thing is that,
if it is in there, it is done in a way that is not against
the rules and is not unethical.
Q8 Damian Collins: But we’re a long way from
marketing the bid based on its technical merits here,
aren’t we? We’re courting people with favours to
support a bid.
Mike Lee: Lord Triesman is appearing next. I think
that England 2018, like many other bids, was trying
to think creatively about where the England team
would play and where the development programme
money would go and where bid ambassadors went to
visit to do training camps. Whether we like it or not,
the international sport political process has also a very
important element about how it benefits the
organisation, the rights holders as a whole, how it will
make a difference in the development of the global
game and how it will help certain markets. That is the
reality of it and you might say that England tried on
some of those fronts but weren’t successful in
ultimately converting it into votes.
Q9 Damian Collins: There have been a number of
allegations about approaches made to members of the
Executive Committee of FIFA with regard to the
World Cup bid, notably by the The Sunday Times in
the lead-up to the decision being made. The Sunday
Times have made a subsequent submission to this
Committee with further evidence that they have
gathered, which is their own, regarding the Qatari bid,
with information that hasn’t been published before.
We have discussed that this morning and the
Committee have decided to publish that document,
which is a document that will be available. In
particular, they claim that their whistle-blower who
informed their articles said that Qatar paid $1.5
million to two FIFA Exco members, Hayatou and
Jacques Anouma from the Ivory Coast, and that they,
it is alleged, subsequently went on to vote for and
support the Qatari bid. Were you aware of allegations
of bribery regarding the Qatari bid?
Mike Lee: No, none of that is familiar to me or known
to me. It’s not a place in which I work. I have no
reason to believe that it happened. I saw no evidence
of that. I know The Sunday Times have published
other stories that then led to two members being
suspended by FIFA, but I’m not aware of the specifics
on Qatar.
Q10 Damian Collins: In your experience, working
in football at the highest levels as a communicator, do
you think FIFA have to take these sorts of allegations
more seriously? Apparently this information was
supplied privately to FIFA and another Member of
Parliament has written to FIFA asking about it. There
were also concerns about the depth and seriousness

of FIFA’s investigation into the allegations that were
published last year. Do you think there needs to be—
Mike Lee: All I would say is, quite genuinely and
obviously, in front of a parliamentary Committee, with
full and due honesty and respect, in all the time that I
have worked—first of all in Premier League, then in
UEFA—on these various bid campaigns, starting
London 2012, I personally have never witnessed any
improper behaviour or any improper offers being
made. I can be absolutely categorical about that. I
would also say this about the Sunday Times
allegations. The allegations that were published and
subsequently investigated by FIFA did lead to two
members being suspended and they weren’t eligible
to vote in Zurich in December. So I think FIFA, on the
evidence they had available, took certain steps and, I
think it’s recognised, took appropriate action.
Q11 Damian Collins: The concern continues, I think,
that this is something that needs to be investigated
properly. I’m sure we may hear views from Lord
Triesman about the bidding process, too. You,
yourself, are aware of many of these stories and
allegations that have been made. I’m not seeking to
say whether these are true or not. I’m not in a position
to know. Our concern as a Committee has been over
the governance and the governance structures of the
game and I would feel very strongly that FIFA have
to investigate this in greater depth than they have done
before and allow greater transparency, because these
allegations seems to be rife, not just about the 2018
bidding process but 2022 as well.
Mike Lee: One of the things that is worth reflecting
on, having been privileged to work on both Olympic
bids campaigns and World Cup campaigns, I think the
IOC, in the light of Salt Lake City, took a number of
very important steps and reforms, which I think has
made the IOC process recognised across the world as
more open and more transparent than it used to be;
that a bid is required to present their case to all the
continental confederations of Olympic committees.
You present to the international federations. You
present to the national Olympic committees. Next
week the first of two presentations to all of the IOC
members takes place in Lausanne on 2018 Winter
Games bids that are currently going on. There is a rule
within the IOC of no gifts of any description. There
is also a very strong Ethics Committee led by, within
the IOC team, a French lawyer who is, believe me,
very diligent. I notice that President Blatter has
already talked about whether or not World Cup
bidding, for example, should be a final decision of all
the national associations. I think, beginning to look at
what the IOC have done and the way that that process
works might be interesting for this debate and
ultimately for FIFA. But all I would say is that I saw
nothing in the course of 2018 or 2022 that I regard as
improper behaviour.
Q12 Damian Collins: Finally, we’re in the middle of
the FIFA presidential elections. Do you think Sepp
Blatter should be re-elected? Do you see him as a
reforming president?
Mike Lee: That’s not really for me to comment on. I
would say that President Blatter and Mohamed Bin
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Hammam have both put forward proposals and ideas
that would clearly take a reforming element into the
mix, and I think that the idea of a future congress
of national associations making the final decisions on
World Cup bidding seems to be one that could well
take root after the election.
Q13 Chair: You’ve said that you have not seen
anything improper, and of course we accept that. Can
I ask you, were you aware of somebody involved in
the Qatar bid team called Amadou Diallo?
Mike Lee: No.
Q14 Chair: So the suggestion that he was
specifically employed by Qatar to arrange financial
deals with African members in exchange for their
World Cup votes is something that you were
completely unaware of?
Mike Lee: I have no idea who this individual is, no.
Q15 Chair: Right. You never saw anything that gave
you any cause to think that Qatar, or indeed other
countries, might be adopting improper means to
influence World Cup votes?
Mike Lee: Nothing. Whether it goes all the way back
to London 2012 or through to Qatar 2022, I spent time
with the chairman and with the CEO. You become a
part of the inner team, if you want, and certainly no
such moves or tactics were ever suggested or
proposed. Absolutely not, no.
Q16 Chair: Another of the allegations put is that
another man called Amadou Diakite, a former
member of the FIFA Exco who went on to the
Referees Committee, was quoted as saying that Exco
members had been offered between $1 million and
$1.2 million each for projects by Qatar in return for
their votes. As far as you’re aware—
Mike Lee: I thought we were here discussing 2018,
but I can reassure you—
Chair: This was for 2018.
Mike Lee: Well, Qatar 2022—
Chair: The 2018 bidding process.
Mike Lee: Yes. All I can say is, as I’ve said to your
colleague, I’ve never witnessed, never personally been
involved, have absolutely no reason to believe that
those allegations are correct. Certainly if I’d had any
sense that any bid I’ve been involved in would engage
in those tactics then obviously I personally would not
be involved. But I saw no evidence of that,
absolutely not.
Q17 Chair: So your general impression, having been
involved in bids over some considerable period, is that
essentially it is a clean process and the decisions are
taken on perfectly legitimate grounds and not due to
bribes or any form of corruption?
Mike Lee: That has been my experience. What I
would say, as I tried to say in the opening question, is
that you win for a lot of different reasons. You don’t
just win because you’ve got a good technical bid
book. You don’t just win because you’ve been posted
as favourites. You don’t just win because you’ve got
a very strong case. You win for a whole host of the
reasons that I’ve tried to outline, which includes,

incidentally—we haven’t talked much about the word
and I think it did matter a lot in terms of both the
Russia and Qatar decisions—you also win with a
strong case for legacy and what you will do to
develop, in this case, the World Cup as an event, and
football as a sport, growing it in new markets. This
legacy argument became a very important one, I think,
in these two races.
Q18 Ms Bagshawe: Mr Lee, forgive me if we appear
to be harping on about these allegations, but they are
extremely serious and the papers that we have in front
of us from The Sunday Times make references not just
to a single whistle-blower or a single person they
allege was involved in essentially buying votes in
order to secure the 2022 bid, but large numbers of
people. I will list some of them.
The first allegation is that a man called Ismail
Bhamjee, who was one of four FIFA Exco members,
met with their undercover reporters and offered to act
as a fixer. He offered to find out the amounts of money
that the Qatari bid was paying members of FIFA in
order to secure their votes, and there is a transcript in
front of us. The undercover reporter asks if the
Africans, meaning the African people on FIFA who
would be authorising the bid, would get some money
from Qatar. The quote here is “anything from
$250,000 to $500,000”. The reporter asks, “Is that to
invest in football or is that for them?” He says, “No,
no, this is on top. This is separate from the football.”
The reporter asks, “Is that for money, personal
money?” Mr Bhamjee says, “Yes, they get it.” So that
is one person: Mr Bhamjee.
They then allege that they met Michel Zen-Ruffinen
who was, again, a former FIFA Exco member. He
introduced them to Mr Diallo. You said you don’t
know Mr Diallo. It’s alleged that he was an employee
of the Qatari bid and that he was arranging financial
deals with the African members in exchange for
World Cup votes. The allegations go on to refer to
yet another person, Mr Amadou Diakite, a member of
FIFA’s Referees Committee. He suggested that $1.1
million to $1.2 million was being offered for projects
by Qatar in exchange for the votes of FIFA members.
Finally, it is suggested that there is a whistle-blower
whom The Sunday Times do not name in their
submission to us, presumably because they wish to
protect his identity, and this guy said that Qatar had
paid not $1.2 million but $1.5 million to two FIFA
Exco members, Hayatou and Jacques Anouma from
the Ivory Coast, to secure their votes. An article was
published redacting the name of the whistle-blower
that saw them, redacted in the submission of evidence
to us, and not naming Mr Hayatou and Mr Anouma.
But they are both reported to have voted for Qatar.
Now, taken as a whole, while this Committee is not
in a position to judge whether this evidence is true or
not, we felt it was an important enough submission
that we ought to publish it.
The Sunday Times published an article redacting some
of those names and Ivan Lewis, who is in fact the
Shadow Culture Secretary and therefore a very senior
Member of Parliament, wrote to FIFA and requested
an explanation and an independent investigation and
FIFA did not even bother to reply. Now, I fully take
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you at your word that you knew absolutely nothing
about any of these allegations of bribery, but it seems
they are not a single whistle-blower, not a single
person that The Sunday Times uncovered, but rather a
series of people who are said to have provided
evidence that the votes were being bought for Qatar.
Is it possible in your experience for somebody like
you to be deeply involved in a bid and not know that
bribery was ongoing, if in fact it was ongoing?
Secondly, I know you’ve drawn unfavourable
comparisons with governance of the IOC. Do you not
think it quite shocking that the Shadow Culture
Secretary should write to FIFA and ask for an
independent investigation and should not even receive
a reply?
Mike Lee: You’re asking me to comment on things I
know nothing about. I’m not sitting here looking at
the transcripts. I’m not aware of these individuals.
You’re raising allegations that I’m unfamiliar with. I
mean, I can only repeat, I think your inquiry is into
England 2018 and I’m very happy to take questions
on the 2018 and 2022 process, but you’re raising
things that I had no notice of; I’m not aware of; I have
no reason to believe that they’re true. I’m not sure
what more I can say.
Q19 Ms Bagshawe: Would it be possible, do you
think, for somebody like yourself, a legitimate person,
to be involved in a bid and be deeply sunk into it and
not know that bribery was ongoing? Do you think
that’s possible, or does it strike you as impossible?
Mike Lee: I just told you, I was heavily involved and
very proud of the bids I’ve been involved in: London
2012, Rio 2016, rugby into the Olympic Games, Qatar
2022. I’m proud of the work that I have done and that
those bids have done. I have never seen behaviour
that I would regard as improper or unethical and that
includes Qatar and I can just repeat that. I was heavily
involved and I’m not aware of either these individuals
or the allegations or the specifics that you’re naming
and I am being completely on oath about that.
Q20 Ms Bagshawe: Yes, absolutely. Obviously it
does directly bear on England 2018 because if there
are serious suggestions that the process of securing a
World Cup is corrupt and that votes are available for
sale that clearly has a bearing on England’s failure to
secure the World Cup bid. That is clearly relevant.
Do you think that it was appropriate that the Shadow
Culture Secretary of this country should write to FIFA
and ask them to independently investigate these very
serious allegations and that they should not bother to
respond to them?
Mike Lee: I can’t answer on behalf of FIFA. That is
not really correct, is it? I mean, you have to direct that
question at FIFA, not at me.
Q21 Ms Bagshawe: Sure, but you’ve been involved
in a number of international events. You’ve worked
with all kinds of different bodies. What we’re trying
to establish is if FIFA is basically institutionally
corrupt in the way that it awards these bids as distinct
from the International Olympic Committee or other
people with whom you have worked. Do you see a
massive difference in governance between the two?

Mike Lee: I don’t personally have evidence. In the
work I’ve done, I’ve been involved in one World Cup
bid and that was 2022. I have not seen the sort of
things that you are describing and I do not personally
believe that there is direct evidence, in my experience,
of FIFA being institutionally corrupt, as you put it.
Ms Bagshawe: Okay, thank you.
Q22 Philip Davies: Just to press you on this, because
I noticed—I’m sure it was unintentional—that you
dodged Louise’s question that I was interested in the
answer to, which was: could these things have
happened without you knowing? You were involved
in the bid and you’ve said you didn’t see anything go
on. We totally accept that. But the question that
Louise put, which I was interested in the answer to,
was: could these things possibly have happened
without you knowing, given your involvement with
the bid? If it had happened, would you have known
about it?
Mike Lee: All I can say is that I was working at the
highest level on that bid and I was talking at extensive
lengths at different times to the chairman and to the
CEO and many other leading figures, and I have no
evidence of that. These allegations, it is clear that the
Committee wants to look at those. The Sunday Times
are pursuing it. That ultimately is a matter for FIFA
to deal with properly. I’m not sure I’m in a position
to enlighten you any further on that.
Q23 Philip Davies: Okay, I will just try one more
time. Perhaps a yes or a no would suffice. Could these
things possibly have happened, given your
involvement in the bid, without you knowing about
them?
Mike Lee: I think that my experience with Qatar is
that I would have had a sense if such things were
going on. I had no sense that such things were going
on.
Q24 Philip Davies: Coming back to some of the
answers you gave to Damian and Louise, when you
were asked about whether you saw anything improper
go on and you said that you didn’t, I’m just slightly
intrigued as to what you would consider to be proper
and what you would consider to be improper. Where
is the line as far as you’re concerned? Where is the
line in the sand that takes you from what is proper to
do and what is improper to do?
Mike Lee: You go by the rules, regulations and
guidelines that are laid down by the relevant body. So
in an Olympic bid it’s the IOC, and in FIFA it’s the
FIFA rules and regulations, and indeed they were
published on the back of an incident here in England
with Mulberry handbags. Those are, if you want, the
rules within which you work. So it’s clear: it’s as laid
down by the organisation that ultimately is awarding
the right to host the World Cup or the Olympic
Games. I think what is true, and it has been discussed
around a number of bids, is that—and, for example,
in Qatar we did say that building stadiums of a certain
size for a World Cup, you do not need that number of
stadiums of that size in the context of Qatari football
post-2022; so a number of those stadiums could be
demounted and small stadiums created in Africa and
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Asia. I think that is perfectly valid to say that. I think
if you can offer ideas and creative concepts and
legacies that operate in other parts of the world, that
is valid.
Q25 Philip Davies: I’m naïve in these matters. Are
we saying that luxury handbags are fine and £1
million bribes are inappropriate? Would you say that
luxury handbags are fine—
Mike Lee: Well, the FIFA rules on gifts are clear,
which is that there should be no monetary gifts given
and that occasional gifts of a symbolic nature, I think
the word is “incidental”, of incidental value are
acceptable—that’s the rules.
Q26 Philip Davies: But what is incidental value?
Mike Lee: They never defined it.
Q27 Philip Davies: If you’re advising a bid and I’m
allowed to give incidental value, what does that mean?
What would you say to me?
Mike Lee: I must admit, in the work that I’ve done,
because of coming out of the IOC and the Olympic
world, I tend to personally favour no gifts of any
description.
Q28 Philip Davies: Is that your understanding of
what happened with Qatar?
Mike Lee: Well, I never saw gifts being given that
were anything other than within the rules.
Q29 Philip Davies: We’re having a circular argument
here, because if we don’t know what the rules are
relating to incidental—
Mike Lee: Again, you’re going to have to ask FIFA.
I think most people regard “incidental value” as a very
low cash value. That is clear and whether or not a
Mulberry handbag goes beyond it is a matter for
discussion. I think it was suggested that it possibly
did.
Q30 Philip Davies: Your view would be that that is
certainly pushing at the boundaries of what is—
Mike Lee: I think it is a matter for FIFA to judge. I
mean, as I say, in the IOC it is categorically clear and
unequivocal. It just says “no gifts”. For example, one
of the bids in 2016 sent round a digital photo frame
to members with a story of their city on the digital
photo frame and you could then download it and use
it for personal use. That was finally viewed as a gift.
I think that was probably a good judgement call. So
if you’re saying to me, “Do I think the rules could be
improved? Do I think there are some lessons to be
learned from the IOC? Do I think that the evidence is
in favour of suggesting that the bid is clean?” I do,
but you can all get better at transparency and decisionmaking and I do think the IOC have done very well
post-Salt Lake City in the way that they’ve acted.
Q31 Philip Davies: Just taking you away from Qatar,
have you heard of any other bid anywhere, that you
haven’t been involved in, where you felt that the bids
have gone beyond what is reasonable? Have you ever
seen anything on bids that you haven’t been involved
in or heard about things on bids that you haven’t—

Mike Lee: The thing is, in the world of bidding in
international sports politics, there are always rumours
abounding one way or another. There have been
plenty of stories written about IOC in the past and
FIFA. So you’re aware of allegations and charges.
You’re asking me for hard evidence and personal
anecdote and I have not seen that; including in other
bids, by the way.
Q32 Chair: You say that it is important to have
transparency as much as possible and I don’t think
anybody would dispute that. Also, if you say you have
no evidence or knowledge, then that obviously we
accept as a Committee. But you will be aware that
there have been a series of allegations of this kind.
The latest ones we have only just received, which is
why I’m afraid we sprang it slightly on you. But these
are just the latest in what has been a series over quite
a long period of reports and claims that it is not a
proper process and that there is a lot of improper
activity involved. Do you think, in order to achieve
transparency that, for instance, the IOC seem to have
achieved, or at least a considerably greater degree than
FIFA, FIFA do need to have a proper look at the
whole process with a view to reform?
Mike Lee: They have indicated, including President
Blatter, that he does want to look at that if he is reelected, and I do think there is something in this
almost congress-like vote deciding and then creating
a proper campaign programme throughout with
international presentations. I would say more obvious
openness in its presentations with the media is
desirable. That didn’t occur in the 2018–2022 process.
In fact there was only one presentation, apart from the
FIFA Exco itself, throughout the entire process. So I
think there are those sorts of improvements.
I do think there is a slight danger, both for the
Committee and also here in England, to just blame
everybody else. I think there are concerns. I can hear
your concerns. You have clearly been presented with
some further documentation this morning. But I think
if we end up in this country as deciding that there was
nothing fundamentally wrong with either the 2006 or
2018 bid and we don’t reflect on what lessons are to
be learned for the future, we will be making a grave
mistake. You as a Committee, I may say, are doing
football a service by conducting some form of inquiry
into why 2018 failed, because the FA have signally
failed to do that and that, I think, is a shame. The
2006 bid did a very thorough analysis of why it failed
and indeed led to a Government report, the Treasury
Report that I have already referred to.
Lessons needed to be learned then and they need to
be learned now. So I can understand the nature of
the questioning. I can appreciate that there are some
headlines maybe to follow also with the next witness.
But I am telling you very seriously, as somebody who
works in this world and knows it very well, if the FA
and if this Committee in helping the FA doesn’t reach
some conclusions about how they work in UEFA, how
they work in FIFA, how they use their development
programme, how they constructed that bid, which was
a gross error and against the advice of the Treasury,
and don’t think seriously as well about their position
in world football, then this will be an opportunity lost.
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Chair: We are obviously interested in all of those
things as well and it rather neatly brings me on to the
next section.
Q33 Mr Sanders: Did the England bid deserve more
than two votes?
Mike Lee: I think the truth about political campaigns,
which you know a lot more about than I do, and bid
campaigns, is that you get the votes you deserve at the
end of the day. If you believe that there was something
wrong in the way that the bid itself was constructed,
if you accept there were serious problems in terms of
the dynamics of the board, if you accept that they did
not run a particularly focused and unique campaign,
if you accept as well that we have problems that in
fact the 2006 bid highlighted in their analysis in terms
of the way we’re engaging with UEFA and FIFA, and
then finally I would say not to have clarity on the
votes at the end and to almost kid yourself about the
level of support, put those together and you end up
with two votes.
Q34 Mr Sanders: So what, if anything, would you
have done differently to have ensured more votes were
cast in England’s favour?
Mike Lee: The first thing to say is that no one person,
even a campaigning expert, can guarantee to win a
bid; so I’m not going to pretend that it would have
been easy to have one and I do think there were
structural problems. I know David Triesman is here
and he knows I believe this. I think having the
chairman of the FA also as chairman of the bid proved
problematic, particularly in this country, with a lot of
the dynamics within English football. I don’t think I
was ever clear what the overall strategy was; what the
compelling message was about “Why England?”
I felt the tone of voice of the bid, and particularly
toward the end, sounded very arrogant to an
international audience, “We’re the best at this. We’re
the best at that. We have the best fans. We have the
most passionate fans.” Tell that to a Brazilian or an
Argentinian. There was a sort of sense, “We have the
Premier League; therefore, we must be the best,” but
the Premier League is different to a World Cup and to
a relationship with national associations, to FAs. I felt
as well that they weren’t doing their homework on
both what the campaign should be about and what the
mood is among the voters and the broader football
environment. So I would hope I could have addressed
some of those if I’d been involved, but I don’t know
because it wasn’t set up in that way.
Q35 Mr Sanders: Do you just think that one of the
problems is that the electorate is known in a way that,
in other sorts of elections, the electorate isn’t so
known intimately? It could be easy to target that
electorate by legitimate and illegitimate means. Would
it not be a better system if that electorate were not
known? In other words, the people who had the vote
were randomly chosen from within the organisations
at the last minute so that in advance nobody could
have targeted them; so that then you would never ever
get any allegation of bribery or undue influence.
Mike Lee: We knew when we started London 2012
who the IOC voters were, and we could name them

and we knew how they were active in sport, what their
interests were. So I don’t think having members that
are known is an issue. I think that there is certainly
an argument, in this case, which President Blatter
himself has mentioned, of broadening the electorate. I
think there is something that comes out of this that
suggests that that could be a fruitful way forward. But
I also think that sometimes it is easy just to say,
“They’re up there. They know nothing.” They are
subject to all sorts of pressures and, as you said,
legitimate or illegitimate offers, whatever.
But a lot of work does go into an organisation running
a bid auction. There are the technical reports. There is
a huge amount of work that’s done in terms of football
development. There is a lot of thinking that goes into
where the World Cup is going to be best suited in
terms of the next stage of its development. It’s no
coincidence that some of these mega-decisions
recently have tended to go to what you could call
“developing markets” with new opportunities both
football-wise and commercial-wise. So you need
people who are steeped in that to be able, frankly, to
get it.
Q36 Mr Sanders: But I just wonder how much of
the cost of the bid is directed at known electors; that
if you didn’t know who those electors were, you’d
significantly reduce the costs in the bid.
Mike Lee: I’d say this. Maybe it suggests that we
should think differently, but I spend a lot of my time,
in looking at big campaigns, thinking not just about
messages and campaign ideas that work for the
electors but a lot of people around—frankly,
everything from media through to football
associations, people who are engaged in opinionmaking within the game. So you’re not just thinking,
in FIFA’s case, about the final 22, although they’re
ultimately the voters and, if you want, that’s the
centrepiece, but you try and build up a genuine jigsaw
of influence with influencers and opinion-makers and
people who are key in terms of media reporting. That
is a more sophisticated process than perhaps the one
you’re suggesting.
Q37 Mr Sanders: But have you any idea how much
money was spent on unsuccessful bids?
Mike Lee: Let’s say going back to London 2012, you
look at the unsuccessful bids of Birmingham and
Manchester for the Olympics. London probably could
not have come in and won if it hadn’t been for those
unsuccessful bids. It is probably true that Rio who
succeeded in 2016 could not have won without their
two
previous
unsuccessful
bids.
Currently
Pyeongchang 2018, working for the Winter Games
2018, has had two failed bids.
Let me say, in the world of these major sports events
there is a huge amount of thinking goes into, or should
be at least, why we’re bidding; what is the purpose of
it; if we don’t win what is the legacy of bidding; what
does it mean in terms of our own international profile;
what does it mean in terms of our own sports
development. Sophisticated bids do a lot of thinking
about why they’re engaged in bidding and, if they are
not going to be successful this time, do they come
back with another bid on that event or another related
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event. It’s about the power of sport globally and about
not just the economic benefits that come with it, but
its ability to engage young people; to develop
infrastructure; to develop your international brand.
All these things are in the mix when you’re thinking
about bidding and, I tell you, there are a lot of people
who have bid and lost and said it was a worthwhile
investment. The key is what comes out of bidding,
what legacy you leave from bidding and what lessons
you learn from it.
Q38 Paul Farrelly: It is fairly easy to look critically
at the FA, as we’ve done. All of them are apparently
fighting like ferrets in a sack all the time, and if the
message from the England bid was “football is
coming home” it is very easy to see how that might
be perceived as arrogance internationally. I think I was
quite amused that Sepp Blatter, in his preamble before
the winners were drawn, pointed out that football had
been invented in China and the English had only
developed the rules, which I think was a poke in the
eye at—
Mike Lee: Happens to be true, by the way.
Paul Farrelly: Well, it was very pointedly said. But
you said one other thing just a moment ago. You said
they had to learn the lessons of how the bid was
constructed and you said they didn’t take the advice
of the Treasury. Can you just expand on that?
Mike Lee: Yes, I mean bothered to look it up. I
remember there was a Treasury/DCMS joint report
published in February 2007. I have it here if you’d
like me to read from it, but what it says, in essence,
is, “Here are the reasons that London 2012 won. This
is part of the lessons we have to learn. Why 2006
lost.” One of the things they were very pointed about
was saying, “In terms of your messaging it’s very
important to understand and articulate legacy. What is
the nature of the legacy, both for this country and for
the global sport of football?” They recommended
organisationally that their preference—they didn’t
insist, they couldn’t—was to create an arm’s-length
company to the FA similar to what London 2012
constructed. I know Richard Caborn, the previous
Sports Minister, argued very strongly for that, and I
continue to believe that that would give you more
flexibility. You develop a real focus on the bid. You’re
not so embroiled in the domestic politics of English
football, which are complicated as you have been
discovering.
I do think that it ended up in a situation at a certain
moment where you have a role of the chairman of the
FA, which is different to being leader of a bid. Now,
that isn’t true in every country. There were two
winning countries: Russia and Qatar, by the way, at
the time of winning neither of their bid leaders were
chairman of their FA. So I think this ability as a bid
to be focused on the campaign, your marketing, your
communications, your lobbying strategy, and not
being drawn back into domestic disputes and also
having a board that really represents what you want
to take out globally. I don’t think we had that as a
board here and I felt as well, at the end, I wasn’t clear
what leadership we had after Lord Triesman resigned.
Was it Geoff Thompson? Was it David Dein? Was

it Andy Anson? This was a lack of clarity that cost
us internationally.
Q39 Dr Coffey: I’m just trying to compare the
bidding process between England and Qatar, just in
their approach. You announced your bid, I think, in
May 2009, and England’s bid was announced much
earlier than that, 18 months before. Do you think that
was a strategic mistake?
Mike Lee: There was a curious time, wasn’t there,
when I wasn’t sure whether Number 10 Downing
Street was deciding whether we were bidding or it
was the Football Association, and I think the FA got
a little bit bounced in terms of timing. You have to
make decisions based on what you think is right for
your own bid and for your own country. I do think
this question of how you maintain momentum—you
know, general election campaigns, you could say, are
five years long but in essence what are they? Six, eight
weeks maximum. You’re trying to maintain a two to
two and a half year campaign. So I think having a
sense of timing and where you’re going with a bid
and where you want to end up in the final presentation
is important. Again, I felt there was maybe a lack of
that phased thinking, but I don’t know. I wasn’t part
of England 2018. I had a sense that they sort of ran
out of steam at a certain moment and came back with
a little bit of a flourish but it was all too late.
Q40 Dr Coffey: Well, I was going to put it to Lord
Triesman later about the suggestion that Gordon
Brown had effectively said to the FA, “Either you
announce it or I will,” but we’ll come to that later.
Mike Lee: A similar thing, if I may. I don’t want to
appear over-critical of Mr Brown, but one of the
things that Tony Blair brought to London 2012 and
you might say Vladimir Putin brought to Sochi 2014
and Russia 2018 was sustained, concentrated activity
in terms of direct support, working the international
scene, being present when they were needed. Tony
Blair was one of the key reasons that we won London
2012. I must say, looking back to England 2018, and
maybe David Triesman would comment on this, I
didn’t feel it was this wholehearted rush of activity
and real sustained work coming from the highest
levels of Government.
Q41 Dr Coffey: In terms of the other aspect, you
criticised the team bid effectively not being able to
go into the room in Zurich and know who had voted
for them
Mike Lee: Was going to vote.
Dr Coffey: Sorry, who was going to vote. Okay, thank
you for that clarification. When we went to
Germany—this wasn’t particularly on the record and
I can’t even remember exactly who said it—we had
two things. One was that the FA wasn’t arrogant and
in fact they should be more self-confident,
interestingly. The second thing was that, a year before,
one of our ambassadors, if you like, had asked the
advice of somebody prominent in Germany, and they
said, “Oh, I’m really sorry. You must be aware, of
course, that Russia and Qatar have already won”. So
at what point did you think that Qatar had it in the
bag?
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Mike Lee: Well, totally genuinely—and you can
believe me if you wish—it was when President Blatter
opened the envelope in Zurich. I mean, there are
always theories. I can tell you a conspiracy theory
about every bid I’ve worked on, about who is going
to win, and in 2016 it was a guarantee for Chicago—
they went out in the first ballot with 18 votes. Things
can happen in the course of bid campaigns that make
them unpredictable. My own assessment, for what it
was worth, was that in 2022 it was going to a final
ballot between Qatar and the USA. I wasn’t sure who
would win between those two. My own assessment,
for what it’s worth, on 2018 was that England would
not win, but I thought they would get more than two
votes. I was listening, including from some people in
this room, to theories that England were going to get
seven or eight in the first round and would be springboarding to victory in the third ballot. So theories kick
about all the time.
I feel quite strongly about the arrogance question.
When Andy Anson took over as CEO of 2018 he
really criticised the 2006 bid for being arrogant. It’s a
word he used, “They were arrogant. Their messaging
was wrong.” They criticised the start of that
campaign. I Unfortunately, particularly towards the
end, many of the same mistakes were being repeated
in terms of tone of voice. At times we did sound like
Little Englanders, and when you’re talking to a global
audience making global decisions, which is multicultural, multi-national, multi-lingual, you have to
think differently. I didn’t feel we were doing that, even
with the final presentation, and I don’t think that the
Prime Minister, Prince William and Beckham could
have won it for us, but the style of that presentation
didn’t necessarily help.
It rather confirmed something. We think we’re the best
at everything to do with football, and we are pretty
good at it. We have some fantastic traditions. We’ve
done amazing things in football of which we’re very
proud and, incidentally, the FA’s reputation
internationally is pretty good. It’s better
internationally than it is here in England. But
sometimes we don’t know when we’re being arrogant
when we speak to the rest of the world, particularly
about sport, and it’s one of the reasons we do not have
enough people in leading positions not only in football
but in other sports as well.
I am interested in lessons learned, and one of the
lessons to me is that UK Sport, on the back of London
2012’s victory, have developed an international
leadership programme thinking about how we can
support sport administrators and people that work in
the politics of sport to take up more leading positions
in the international sports federations. The FA should
be doing exactly that thinking with the Premier
League in relation to UEFA and FIFA because we
don’t know, at times, when we’re being arrogant and
we don’t know, at times, how to build the right
alliances and build the right friendships.
Q42 Alan Keen: Mike, we know that England
wouldn’t even take part in the early World Cup, but
I’m sure that’s been long forgotten. In your experience
of administration in football over the last good few
years now, have you found that the FA has not

engaged with UEFA and FIFA enough over the three
decades, for instance? That’s the relevant period
probably.
Mike Lee: My sense, and I worked for UEFA for four
years so I saw a little bit on the inside, is that the
engagement is not consistent enough. It doesn’t feel
strategically thought through. Frankly, it’s often
accompanied by too much internal politics that comes
out of English football. I was struck, by the way, that
earlier this year the England bid for the Under-21
European Championships, in a vote taken by the
UEFA Executive Committee, received no votes. I was
stunned by that. Have we really lost the plot? As I
say, the standard of English football in the FA and the
Premier League is significant and we end up polling
no votes for a European Under-21s. So I think there
is work to be done.
I don’t know whether this is something the FA will
want to look at but I think they should, this point
about arrogance because of partly the point about
“China invented it and we wrote the rules,” we have
four guaranteed places on the International Football
Association board, which is as many as the rest of the
world put together. This is the law-making body of
the game. Obviously it’s serviced and supported by
FIFA who have their own representatives. We can
never have a majority on that body but we have this
privileged position of four guaranteed places for the
home countries. We also have a guaranteed British
vice presidency. Now, I would like to know what we
are doing with those positions. They feel like positions
of privilege without power and they cause resentment,
there is no doubt about it, and it has been raised before
in FIFA.
Some of these positions that we’re holding out of, in
a sense, our original role in creating the rules of the
game and the creation of FIFA are still in play. I
personally feel if the FA are going to conduct a review
of their standing with the international game, they
should have their honesty to consider their positions
on the International Football Association board and
the guaranteed nature of a British vice presidency
position because, believe me, in other parts of the
world who are working very hard at football, have
served on committees for 10 or 15 years or 20 years,
they look at that and they think, “Why exactly have
the Brits got that? Why do they go on deserving that
when the rules of the game and indeed the decisions
taken at the highest levels of FIFA should be open and
surely, in some way, should be democratic?” So when
we lecture them about democracy, they do
occasionally raise these points.
Q43 Alan Keen: Do you think there was a sign of
that element when we had Scotland and Ireland, I
think, originally wanting to retain that privilege and
being reluctant to have a Great Britain side for the
Olympics?
Mike Lee: Yes, it comes totally out of that, and I have
to say they’re totally wrong. They have had total
reassurances on this from the president himself and
from many others. Seb Coe and the London team have
made their position clear. They’re wrong on that, and
it comes down to protecting that privilege. They ought
to be sending a British team to London 2012. They
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should be proud of the fact that they have this
opportunity, but it comes back to exactly that point:
defending previous privileges which, in the modern
game, which is truly global, and has every region of
the world represented and active in it, don’t stack up.
Q44 Alan Keen: We know there is a certain
resentment against the Premier League but Michel
Platini said recently that he felt that the power and the
pressure again in England wasn’t a good thing. Did
that damage our chances of bidding, or is that just an
ongoing resentment? Are there any grounds to that?
Mike Lee: I think the Premier League is an amazing
success story. I was proud to have been a part of it in
the 1990s. The growth in it has been fantastic.
Globally, it is the best recognised league in the world.
It’s obviously commercially the most successful. You
can travel anywhere in the world and you can switch
on a Premier League football match. The individual
players, the fact that we have players from all over
the world, the fact we have club brands that are the
number one in places like Asia and so on is fantastic
for us. But that is a lot different to how you win a
World Cup bid, and I think one of the mistakes that
was made in the end was, first of all, there wasn’t
enough partnership between the FA, the bid and the
Premier League, for all sorts of reasons. Secondly, I
think that we ended up in Zurich presenting this global
picture of the Premier League, about which clearly, in
national associations, there is a mixed view: “You’ve
taken our best players. You’ve taken our best coaches.
You keep telling us you’re the best.” I don’t think the
Premier League damaged the bid, but I don’t think
there was the right balance in the relationship along
the course of the bid. I think in the end it had been
used in a way that did not work when it came down
to the voters.
Q45 Alan Keen: I don’t like to lose anpportunity—I
never do at these Committees—to particularly put the
points to people with connections through to the IOC,
but is it not an awful waste of money to have bids?
Take the IOC first; we’ll keep off football for a
second, but it is a great parallel. Would it not be better
for the IOC themselves to decide who is going to be
offered the next Olympic Games—not the next one
obviously, but that is the principle I am talking about.
Countries spend a vast amount of money that could
be invested in the sport itself, and we want developing
nations to have the opportunity to host these events.
Do you think in the case of Russia and maybe Qatar
that FIFA were taking the decision that I’d like these
governing bodies to have taken, to give the games to
less prominent football nations to help develop the
game, but they did not tell the FA before they made
the bid that that was the decision they were going to
make? Or do you think it was—
Mike Lee: I don’t think that was a decision. I don’t
buy the fact that the wise members of the executive
board of the IOC or of FIFA are sitting there with a

pre-planned scheme of where it is going. They have a
set of criteria. There are 20 criteria in the context of a
FIFA World Cup bid—legacy and development is a
key part of that—and each campaign is different. If
you look at the decisions that I have personally been
involved in like London and Rio, also rugby as a sport
going in and so on, you are building a dynamic case
and campaign; you are doing it over time; you are
being technically checked out; you are being tested by
the media: you are going through a process. It may be
not so true of the FIFA campaigns but certainly in the
IOC campaigns, the bidding process is great for the
IOC. It enhances their brand. You have these great
cities of the world wanting to host the Games;
investing; thinking about sport and about sport
development. So I don’t buy into a few wise men just
making an isolated decision. No one forces anybody
to bid. The likelihood is for the 2020 summer Games,
the next huge bid, there is going to be another
interesting range of candidates coming from all over
the world. They do this for a reason. They do it
because they believe it can be of benefit to their city,
to their country and to their sport. Certainly the
evidence, with the possible exception of Montreal, is
on the whole—take Barcelona for example, 1992—
the effect can be dramatic. I think London is going to
be a huge success. No one forces anybody to bid, and
bid processes at their best can be a step forward for
everybody concerned and hopefully you end up with
the right people winning.
Q46 Alan Keen: We recommended in 2009 when we
released our last report that we should adopt the FIFA
definition of the 6 + 5 in that there should be six
people on the pitch—the Premier League, we are
talking about—at any one time who were qualified to
play for their home nation; England in this case.o you
think if we adopted that in this country, the Premier
League would be less dominant worldwide and it
would give other countries a chance to keep their own
best players so that you had more equality in the
football leagues around the world? Would such
moves, like getting rid of the four home nations’
representation on FIFA, show FIFA and the rest of the
world that the Premier League—and therefore the FA,
which they connect very closely, however there may
be divisions—do care about the rest of the world?
Mike Lee: Well, you have had Richard Scudamore
and Sir Dave Richards here discussing those issues. I
would make a more general point: engagement with
UEFA and FIFA is about being engaged; present;
having the right people involved. It’s about attending
and working hard and also it is about times and
shaping policy rather than all standing out against it.
I can see the change in direction that has occurred in
the last few years which is a greater emphasis on
home-grown players, which I personally think is a
good thing. Where it all goes and how it is compatible
with EU law seems to me to be an open debate. We
cannot set our face against the rest of the world on
some of those issues about protecting and nurturing
local and domestic talent.
I have to say that I think the Premier League has done
a fantastic job in its academy system. We are seeing
more young players coming through. But inevitably
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with everything from club licensing, financial fair
play, home-grown players, balance of the squad in the
Champions League matches, for example, there is
certainly a direction which reflects what you are
saying: that we should not just be standing against that

tide. We should be working with it to make sure it
goes in the right shape.
Chair: I think we have strayed a little way away from
the 2018 bid and therefore probably we should draw
a line there. So can I thank you very much for coming.

Examination of Witness
Witness: Lord Triesman, former chairman of the Englih 2018 World Cup bid team, gave evidence.
Q47 Chair: Lord Triesman, I welcome you back to
the Committee this orning.
You will recall that right at the tail end of your
previous appearance I asked you if you had any
observations on the England bid and the outcome of
the 2018 World Cup contest, and you said at that time
that that would require a much longer session but you
indicated to us that you did have some concerns,
particularly as a result of some of the conversations
you had had with members of the FIFA executive.
Wouldyou like to expand on that and tell us what are
your concerns about your experience in dealing with
FIFA during that time?
Lord Triesman: Chairman, I think there are two sets
of issues. Let me just distinguish between the two,
otherwise it will be a confused comment that I make.
The first is about what potentially are the ingredients
for working with FIFA as a whole in order to deliver
a successful World Cup. I think you have just heard
what I regard as in a substantial way a very accurate
description of that from Mike Lee. The second area
is about the conduct of some members of the FIFA
executive. What I had in mind when I was last in front
of the Committee was not that I would retail every
rumour—Mike Lee is absolutely right; the place is
awash with rumours all the time—but that I would, if
it was thought helpful by the Committee, go to the
specifics of some things which were put to me
personally, sometimes in the presence of others, which
in my view did not represent proper and ethical
behaviour on the part of those members of the
committee. If that is helpful, I think it is probably high
time it was ventilated.
Q48 Chair: That would be helpful, and I think the
Committee would like to hear it.
Lord Triesman: Let me start if I may, Chairman, with
a couple of the stories that investigative journalists
have already started on, although I suspect there is
more detail.
The first concerns a proposition that was put to me
and to Sir Dave Richards on 7 October in the
afternoon at the Wyndham Grand Hotel, in the
business suite there. We were invited by Jack Warner
to meet him that afternoon after he had spoken at the
Leaders in Football conference. He said that he had
things that he wanted to talk to us about and put to
us. Sir Dave and I speculated about what that might
be in the taxi ride over to Chelsea, but it did not take
us very long in the discussion with him before he
came to the point. He said, and I took notes then and
wrote down a contemporaneous note as soon as I got
home, that he was very concerned; he believed that
after all of his years in Trinidad and Tobago football,

he had nothing that he could regard as his legacy;
things that he would think were his legacy. What he
had in mind was that some sort of school should be
built, or an education establishment should be built,
which had some affinity with football, possibly with
some sort of academy role in the school, but
essentially a school and with a proper set of offices
which would be his legacy to the Trinidad and Tobago
football authority, from which they could work in the
future. As he described it, Sir Dave nodded to me. I
understood exactly what the nod meant. It meant this
is what we probably came in the room expecting to
hear. I said immediately that in my view the
proposition was out of the question. Sir Dave said in
what I can only really describe as a stage whisper—
you could certainly have heard it around that lounge—
I’ll leave out some of the language—Sir Dave said,
“You must be joking, Jack. You’re talking about
probably £2.5 million.” Jack Warner nodded at that
and sat back. He didn’t say anything. He nodded at it.
But he then said that the funds could be channelled
through him and he would guarantee that they were
appropriately spent.
Some time later, because that was obviously an event
to which we did not respond positively, nor would we
respond positively, he got in touch with me after the
appalling disaster in Haiti. I think we were all
concerned about that, Chairman. I could just illustrate
it very, very quickly if I may. When the earthquake
struck, a number of Haitian referees were meeting at
their football headquarters and a number of them were
killed. It was an appalling disaster for Haiti generally
speaking, but certainly football suffered its part of that
disaster. Jack Warner got in touch with me and he said
that the thing that in his view would lift the spirits of
the people of Haiti was if they could see the World
Cup; football would lift people’s spirits, and what he
needed was somebody to make the donation to buy
the television rights so that large screens could be
erected in Haiti so that people could watch the games.
He believed that if he had a sum of about half a
million pounds sent to him, he could secure those
rights. I again said that that was in my view entirely
out of the question. Of course I would love to think
that people could see the tournament from wherever
they were but that that was out of the question. Some
time later it was put to me that he was the owner of
those rights but whether he was or he was not, those
were the sums that were mentioned. I probably ought
to add, Chairman, that because of what we felt about
it, as soon as we could we sent a team of referee
trainers to try and train the next echelon of referees in
Haiti to step up and rebuild their capacity. That
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seemed to me to be the proper way of trying to
respond to the problem that they had encountered.
A second example is from 3 November 2009, when
we met Nicolás Leoz in Asunción. We were
presenting the World Cup bid to him. There was a
brief interlude toward the end of the introduction to
the bid. I would describe it as not a break in the
conversation; it was a conversation which essentially
continued as I was guided from the table around
which we were all sitting to a display cabinet in which
there was a large book in which there were facsimiles
of the very many honours that he had received from a
number of different countries, and indeed photos of
streets and street signs around the world which had
been named after him also as a matter of honour. The
translation—because I don’t speak Spanish, although
I can occasionally understand a word or two and I
won’t pretend that I could understand it—was as I
recall it undertaken by Mr Amaral. Mr Leoz said that
he believed that the appropriate way of recognising
his achievements in world football was not by
money—he didn’t need money, he already was
personally a very wealthy man. That was not what he
sought. But he was deeply concerned about whether
people recognised what he had achieved in terms of
the honours that he had received. I was shown the
facsimile of his Légion d’Honneur and I was then
told, through the translator but directly after he had
spoken, that he believed that a knighthood from the
United Kingdom would be appropriate. It was put to
me that as a former Foreign Office Minister, I must
know how these things are organised and could
probably achieve it if we had a mind to do so. I said
that it was completely impossible; we did not operate
in the United Kingdom like that. Mr Leoz shrugged
his shoulders and turned and walked away.
The third example was on 14 November in Qatar with
Mr Teixeira, the representative of the Brazilian
Football Association and this was a very much briefer
encounter. We had just lost to Brazil and I was
congratulating him and he was commiserating with
me—he has some English, certainly, but relatively
limited English—and I said I was looking forward to
coming to Brazil to talk to him about our bid and that
I was personally delighted that President Lula, with
whose State visit I had been involved as a Foreign
Office Minister responsible, among other things, for
the Americas, had given us express support for the
chance to host the World Cup in 2018. Mr Teixeira
said to me, “Lula is nothing. You come and tell me
what you have for me.” Now I understand that that
could be sufficiently ambiguous as to refer to a variety
of things, but I must say that I thought it was a
surprising way of putting it and, in its way, a shocking
way of putting it, because it would be easy to
interpret, “What you have for me” as meaning, “What
do you have for me?” rather than anything else.
The fourth example to bring to your attention,
Chairman, is this. We had a number of conversations
with Mr Worawi Makudi, telephone conversations for
the most part. He was eager to secure a match between
the England team and the Thai team, and I have to tell
you that discussions about the possibility of playing
matches in countries, even if they are not at the top of
our list of desired friendly matches, is a discussion

that takes place, and it would be foolish to pretend
that it doesn’t. He was eager to see the match take
place to commemorate—it was either the 50th or 60th,
I think 60th anniversary, but it could no doubt be
checked—of the King of Thailand’s accession to the
throne.
Mr Makudi said it would be a great honour if England
came, and we talked about the possibilities, how it
would fit in at the end of the season, what the
arrangements might be with the clubs. But the one
thing that he did insist on was that one way or another
the TV rights to the broadcasts in the United Kingdom
would go to him. I made the point to him that, broadly
speaking, the rights to games played overseas are
owned by the federations or those in the countries
where the game is being played. So, for the sake of
argument, if we played in France, the rights to a game
would be held by whatever arrangements the French
Association has with its broadcasters for games of that
kind. It was not, in any case, in my view, something
that we could or should organise, and I told him that.
But that was what he believed was the critical thing
to making the arrangement a success.
Those four examples, Chairman, struck me as being
way out of any of the understandings I ever had of
what the Ethics Committee of FIFA would expect or
FIFA would expect.
I just finish the point, if I may—and forgive me for
retailing it at length, but I was asked to be explicit
about these things—I thought, having taken quite a lot
of advice over a period about the Ethics Committee,
that from the point at which Seb Coe was asked to
step back from the chairmanship of the Ethics
Committee of FIFA, which he chaired with great
success over a period of time, but because he was
linked to the England bid, and it was therefore thought
potentially inappropriate, there was a vacuum in FIFA
for some considerable time about the adjudication of
ethics issues, and those were four specific examples
where I thought that the standards were way below
anything we would ever accept in this country.
Q49 Chair: Can I ask you to clarify? How overt in
your mind was the linkage in each of the four cases
between what was being asked for and the promise of
a vote for an England bid?
Lord Triesman: In the first three examples they all
took place absolutely in the context of formal
approaches about the bid, and in the case of Mr
Teixeira it was the second or third sentence in from
saying that we were looking forward to coming to
Brazil in order to present our bid to him. I think that
with Mr Makudi, it might be argued that the events
were potentially different, but it is hard not to think
that a member of the FIFA Executive Committee, who
is potentially seeking what might be a very lucrative
arrangement around a football match, is unaware of
the idea settling in my mind, or in the minds of people
in this country who are responsible for the bid, that
these things would be linked.
Q50 Chair: When you had these conversations, were
you aware of reports and rumours that this was quite
common practice for members of the Executive
Committee, or some members of the Executive
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Committee, to seek some kind of payment in order to
secure their support?
Lord Triesman: Rather as Mike Lee said, the place is
awash with rumours the whole way through this and
it is always a bit difficult to know—some of the
rumours are very fanciful—which ones to believe. But
there were certainly a large number of rumours of that
kind. I must say that there were also people who were
saying to me, “There are some people in this FIFA
Board who we can tell you,”—and I would say this is
all a bit dismaying—“are honest in an absolutely
stellar way.” People would always say that of Mr
Ogura in Japan, Dr Chung in South Korea, of Michel
Platini, of Senes Erzik in Turkey. There were always
people who were mentioned on the other side of it as
people who were completely incorruptible.
Q51 Chair: What did you do about these individuals
who you felt had not behaved appropriately? Did you
express your concerns to FIFA?
Lord Triesman: That is an absolutely critical
question. What we did—I am not sure it was the right
thing to do, and I will acknowledge that—was that we
decided, inevitably, that we would not engage in any
of those kinds of activities, whatever the suggestions
were. There was a huge amount of pressure to try and
secure these games for England, a huge desire not to
burn off any prospect of doing so, and although there
have from time to time been some discussions with
people at FIFA, the point was not pressed. I think in
retrospect we would have burned off our chances of
the games very much earlier—probably no greater
disadvantage than we ended up with, when one thinks
of the entire ballot—had we said what we knew to be
happening earlier.
Q52 Chair: So you felt that to make a complaint that
some members of the Executive Committee were
being unduly influenced by what can best be described
as bribes, and to pursue that the only result would be
to absolutely ensure England stood no chance at all?
Lord Triesman: Yes. Not only that, but when you
listen to some of the things that members of the
Committee said when The Sunday Times and then
Panorama quite rightly, in my judgment, published
the evidence they had about corrupt practice, the
response was immediately that if we in England,
including our media, behave like that, “Then you
cannot expect any support from us.”
Q53 Chair: You will have heard that we have
received a further submission from The Sunday Times,
which names other members of the Executive
Committee and suggests that they received payment
in support of the Qatar bid. Is that something which
comes as a surprise to you?
Lord Triesman: I suppose these days I am not
surprised by any of it, Chairman. The truth is that if
it can be stood up by good journalism it ought to be
taken seriously. I haven’t heard those allegations
directly myself, but I would like to think that good
investigative journalism will have established whether
there is a fundamental case, and if there is a
fundamental case it cannot be right for FIFA to ignore
that, any more that it ignores anything else.

Q54 Chair: On the basis of your experience, both in
terms of your direct contact with certain members, and
indeed from having observed the process, do you
think that the outcome of the 2018 and 2022 contests
was unduly influenced by improper behaviour on
behalf of some members of the Executive Committee?
Lord Triesman: I think it will have been influenced
to some extent. I also think that there were a number
of things that we failed to understand about the
character of the competition. Indeed I found myself
having quite a lot of sympathy with what Mike Lee
said about some of those factors. So I think there were
a number of different features, but certainly the
behaviour of some individuals in a very small
electorate, an electorate of course diminished from 24
to 22 by two people being stood down for corruption
in the course of the process. It sounds rather like a
narrow statistician, forgive me, but the variants that
each of those voting members represents is, of course,
quite considerable, if you think of it in electoral terms.
But let me add, if I may, that when we first embarked
on the bid, because I do think this was a factor, we
were very strongly encouraged to do so by Jérôme
Valcke, largely because he believed it would be very
helpful if a hosting nation could guarantee a very
considerable commercial success without there being
any considerable risk around that success, and we
looked to be a very natural candidate in those
circumstances.
What was not put to us was that the desire of a number
of people was to see a far greater geographical spread
of the opening of new markets, and I think that was
genuinely a significant factor, and not a factor that
was built into our thinking, largely because of the
guidance we were receiving in a different direction.
Had that been said to us at the beginning I would have
probably advised the FA not to make a bid.
Q55 Chair: Would you accept that on that particular
criterion, unlike payment of bribes, that is a perfectly
legitimate aim for FIFA? They perhaps should have
made it clear in the first place, but if that was one of
the key considerations they are perfectly entitled to
adopt it.
Lord Triesman: Yes, I think they are absolutely
entitled to adopt it. They could help bidding nations.
There are advantages in bidding even if you are not
successful. There is not much of an advantage in
bidding if you are humiliated, but there are advantages
in pursuing bids and seeing if you can build on the
experience of bids over a period of time, all of that is
true. But if there is to be a filter, and that is a perfectly
legitimate filter, then someone should tell you at the
beginning before money that would otherwise go into
children’s football in parks, and the proper
organisation of the sport at the grassroots, is diverted
into an exercise of this kind.
Q56 Chair: It is a perfectly understandable
frustration that perhaps we entered a contest without
fully appreciating the rules under which it was being
conducted, but obviously the suggestion that there was
widespread breach of the rules is a much more serious
matter. What do you think needs to happen? What
should FIFA do to try and clean up its act?
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Lord Triesman: I think it needs to do a series of
things. The first thing is to produce a very much wider
electorate. I don’t think that is the only answer in this
incidentally, because what we do see of voting in
FIFA, for example, for the presidency of FIFA, is that
continental blocs very frequently vote together, so it
would not automatically create the kind of diversity
that you get in the award of an Olympic Games, but I
believe it would help because it is not always possible
to corral everybody, and over a period of time people
would probably break out of the corral.
Secondly, I think that it is imperative that FIFA has a
proper Ethics Committee, properly chaired, as Seb
Coe unquestionably did chair it properly, that has
absolutely explicit powers and which takes every
prima facie case that is presented with good evidence
seriously and investigates it. The option of saying,
“We simply don’t believe that it happens and we are
not going to investigate, but we think it is a slur that
somebody should even suggest that it is the case”,
seems to me to belong to—well, certainly not to any
modern period in any modern institution.
Q57 Dr Coffey: But if there is an Ethics Committee
and member nations like the FA cannot be bothered
to take allegations to it of impropriety, why bother?
Because frankly I am appalled that we did not take
our view there, and also the evidence that you were
suggesting that Russia and others had bribed referees.
If you are not prepared to put an allegation forward
why does the Committee exist?
Lord Triesman: I said that I thought that conforming
to the expectations that we should try and win this but
without behaving improperly, in retrospect, was not
the right view to take, and I accept that point. But the
Chairman’s question understandably is, “Going
forward what might we do that was different?” and I
am trying to illustrate that.
Q58 Dr Coffey: So you would encourage anybody
with any suggestion of allegation with evidence, and
I assume you will now present this evidence to FIFA,
that we should give a green light to all whistleblowers to do that.
Lord Triesman: To all credible whistle blowing—
Dr Coffey: Yes, but you have evidence there.
Lord Triesman: So long as it is credible and it is not
just simply the retailing of unsubstantiated rumours, I
think that your point is right.
Q59 Dr Coffey: So you will go to FIFA now with
your suggestions will you?
Lord Triesman: I always said I would come to a
committee in Parliament first, because I am a
parliamentarian myself. That would be the first step,
but I think it is right to then proceed.
Q60 Dr Coffey: You could have said it in the
Chamber with parliamentary privilege, couldn’t you?
Lord Triesman: I am not entirely sure under which
piece of recent legislation I would have got up and
made that speech, but I will ponder that.

Q61 Dr Coffey: I am sure you could always do a
debate or you could have asked for a debate on a
particular matter.
Lord Triesman: Indeed, and I would probably have
had—what is it now, given the size of the Chamber?—
a one in 770 chance of securing it.
Dr Coffey: I think Madam Speaker would have
been—
Q62 Paul Farrelly: Before we move on to the FA,
the personnel and the changes, I wanted to clear up a
couple of curiosity items, as it were, on this point.
How did the man from Paraguay come by his Légion
d’Honneur? Did you ask him?
Lord Triesman: No, I decided—
Paul Farrelly: I don’t want to insinuate that France
held a very successful World Cup bid for 1998, but
did you ask him?
Lord Triesman: No, I took the view that I wasn’t
going to proceed with that conversation any further
than it had gone, but he had come by—let alone the
Légion d’Honneur—a very significant number of
other awards.
Q63 Paul Farrelly: We will leave that in FIFA’s
hands to investigate or otherwise. Secondly, you
mention the media—I think we are going to have
some questions about the media later. Wasn’t it the
reality that the bid was lost long before The Sunday
Times came sniffing around; that the numbers
weren’t there?
Lord Triesman: I think that is probably true. I think
that what may have happened over the period is that
we moved from the position that wasn’t a winning
position to a position that was an extremely poor
losing position, and that that was one of the factors.
Paul Farrelly: If you look—
Lord Triesman: Let me add, I imply no criticism. I
know that some people were critical of the media
telling stories about corruption. I thought there were a
number of things that were said in the media that were
very disobliging about this country and various
features of the bid, but that is up to them. That is their
choice. What I think nobody could object to is proper
investigative journalism revealing the facts.
Q64 Paul Farrelly: Sure, but if you look at the way
the voting went, there were two people in particular
who knew that England did not have the votes, and
those are the two people who voted for Netherlands
and Belgium to finish you off in the first round
because that vote dropped by two and they switched
to Russia afterwards. Did you know who the dastardly
duo were who really had it in for you?
Lord Triesman: No, I haven’t investigated it, but if
you told me I would be intrigued.
Q65 Paul Farrelly: No, I am just asking the
question. The final curiosity question: do you know
who were the "truthful twosome"? Who were the two
who voted for us?
Lord Triesman: Oh—
Paul Farrelly: If you hazard a guess who would you
put your finger on?
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Lord Triesman: I think Geoff Thompson would have
been one of them.
Q66 Paul Farrelly: You have no idea about the
second?
Lord Triesman: I think despite the fact that he was
the subject of one of the allegations, there is a
reasonably good chance that the representative of
Cameroon was the other one. He made a very public
promise in front of his African football executive that
he would support it in a way that, in my judgement,
he need not have done and would certainly have made
his stance very visible to a number of people. Backing
off that might have been a rather more complex issue.
Q67 Mr Sanders: Did England’s bid deserve to win?
Lord Triesman: I would like to have won. I don’t
know that it was done to the standards that, in the
final analysis, would have justified it winning,
particularly if the criteria were the movement through
to new geographical areas. If I may say so, not in a
spirit of arrogance, because I couldn’t stand those
signs of arrogance if they ever bubbled through to the
surface—I think there were a number of things that
were genuinely compelling about our bid, not least
those elements of legacy that we were able to identify,
some of which we didn’t do precisely because of the
bid. The outreach work in Africa, for example, had
been going on for a decade before we made the bid,
but I was very proud of that work in the FA. It was
being done with some of the poorest children in the
world, and some of the richest football stars in the
world were prepared to take part in doing it. So I think
it was the case that some of the things we were doing,
and intended to step up to an even higher level,
probably ought to have given us a little bit more
credit.
Q68 Mr Sanders: Is there anything that should have
been done differently?
Lord Triesman: I am sure there were a number of
things that should have been done differently. I find it
hard to comment on the last seven or eight months,
for obvious reasons, but I think that over the years
there was a great deal more that could have been done
in working with both FIFA and UEFA. I completely
accept that.
One of the first things I did when I arrived at the FA
was to ask a number of colleagues to run—and for the
most part they were successful—in elections to
various UEFA bodies: David Elleray, David Gill,
Peter Kenyon, myself as the Senior Vice Chairman of
the International Competitions Committee, Ian
Watmore, and I think there were four or five others,
but I would have to say that this was pretty late in the
day in the sequence of disengagement that some have,
quite rightly, criticised. In FIFA I think that, apart
from the meetings of the International Football
Association Board, we were present because we had
one of the Vice Presidents. That was about as present
as we ever were. Those are long term structural
problems and I think that we suffered from them. I
think that it is true to say that there were aspects of
the bid that were complex and quite difficult to
explain, and I am not sure whether they were

successfully explained to our domestic media. Let me
give you a couple of examples of those, if I may.
The representative of Côte d'Ivoire, Jacques Anouma,
was the personal financial adviser and very close
associate of President Laurent Gbagbo. Anybody who
has watched Côte d'Ivoire over the last months will
understand the character of President Gbagbo’s
regime and the extent of the control that he exerted in
that regime. Indeed, it was sufficiently difficult and
involved sufficient crimes against humanity for the
United Nations to involve itself directly. I took the
view that there was not a prayer that Jacques Anouma
would do anything that President Gbagbo did not want
him to do. You could take him to see Old Trafford
and Wembley; you could talk to him about football
until the cows come home, but the reality was that
that would be something that was much more likely
to be directed by a ruthless dictator in charge of that
country. Mr Abu Reda, a very close associate of the
Mubaraks: what were the prospects, unless there was
some agreement at a more senior level, of persuading
him to back England? These were regimes that were
not only capable of deciding who should be in all of
these key positions but determining their behaviour.
Q69 Chair: Could I come back to another story that
has emerged today. You have made it clear that you
took a view that the England bid would not resort to
any of these tactics that you would regard as improper.
A story has appeared about the England bid team
having employed security consultants to snoop in the
hotel lobbies to try and obtain information. Would you
like to comment on that?
Lord Triesman: I don’t think, Chairman, that there
was ever at any stage any improper behaviour in
trying to get a view about what was happening across
all of the competing bids. To my knowledge it was
done—and when I was there it was done—openly and
properly, and the people who assisted in running all
of the bids, I think, were alert to what other bids were
doing, but not by snooping, not by means that I think
were dubious. I was not aware of anything that was
dubious.
Q70 Chair: No, but were you surprised when you
heard the reports that the England bid team had
security people seeking to obtain information about
other bids?
Lord Triesman: I knew the whole way through we
were trying to understand what other bids were doing.
For example, there were a number of occasions when
people from other bids were on the road and seeing
FIFA Executive Committee members in their
countries. We tried to keep track of that because it
was believed that if we didn’t keep track of it and we
didn’t see them in their countries, or if we were seeing
them after somebody else rather than before
somebody else, we would need to think hard about
how we were campaigning, but I am talking about
issues at that level.
Q71 Chair: Would you regard the use of consultants,
to try and obtain information by listening into
conversations, as improper or perfectly fair as all part
of this process?
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Lord Triesman: I suppose it depends. If they are
hanging around with a group of people and they hear
a conversation, it would be a bit hard in the world of
football, where everybody has constant and probably
indiscreet conversations, not to hear some of that, but
if it meant an intrusive approach I would not regard
that as at all appropriate.
Q72 Damian Collins: How does one keep track of a
member of FIFA Exco?
Lord Triesman: You have some fixed points that you
know are going to be in their diaries: they are going
to be at the FIFA Executive; they are usually going to
be at the executive of their continental federations;
you know that in some cases they are likely to turn
up at some of the big events around the football world:
SoccerEx and Leaders in Football, and so on. So you
can see where quite a lot of them are going to be quite
a lot of the time. Also, because they are on committees
you know when all those committees are meeting. So,
if they are going to be up in Zurich or in Nyon you
will know about that. That probably gives you a pretty
strong indication of what their diary looks like.
Q73 Damian Collins: Did you have people
monitoring these meetings, and these events, that
weren’t known to the FA officials or part of the
England bid?
Lord Triesman: No, I don’t think that we ever went
around in a way that we did not disclose. I am not
aware that we ever did that and, candidly, I wouldn’t
see the point.
Q74 Damian Collins: I want to briefly go back one
final time to Jack Warner’s hotel room. It is difficult
to see you and Sir Dave Richards as blushing
maidens. You are both men of the world of football,
and clearly you went into that meeting with some
expectation that Jack Warner might have requirements
from the England bid team that he wanted to discuss
with you. Going into that meeting, what sort of things
would you have been prepared to offer?
Lord Triesman: One of the things I knew that he felt
very strongly about was that we had put a large
amount of our effort, in development capacitybuilding terms, into Africa, and that he believed that
there were a number of places in the Caribbean that
ought to be considered for development work. They
don’t always come up in the indices of the most poor
countries because they often have mixtures in their
economy that are a bit wealthier and a bit poorer, but
there are unquestionably countries where it is a
struggle to train the coaches, to train the referees, and
it did seem to me that he was quite likely to put to us
the need for greater investment in his federation in
those areas. That is something that we would have
considered in our normal programme.
Q75 Damian Collins: What about accepting offers
for England matches—England played a Trinidad and
Tobago friendly, as you alluded to earlier? Some of
the England friendlies aren’t necessarily against the
sort of ranking teams that England would feel it needs
to play against. Other federations might say, “Well,

this is an ace up England’s sleeve that it can use and
we can’t.”
Lord Triesman: We had already done it. The match
was played within a month of my arriving at the FA,
and I think had been booked into the schedule a year
or a year and a half before that. So we had gone to
Trinidad and Tobago. Some of the star players had
met a number of the kids and young aspirant
footballers in Trinidad and Tobago. I didn’t think he
was likely to ask us for that, because the idea of going
back a couple of times in two years would not have
been realistic in anybody’s book.
Q76 Damian Collins: I would like to go back to your
resignation and the events around that. Firstly, the
allegations that you made—I suppose, in an off-therecord situation—that were reported, which led to
your resignation. Did you feel that there was enough
basis to those allegations that that is something you
should have taken up with FIFA? It is not an example
that you gave to the Committee today about concerns
about corrupt practices.
Lord Triesman: I want to express this cautiously,
because there are matters that are still in front of the
PCC and I don’t want to trespass inappropriately.
What I had said, to be accurate about it, was that there
were a number of rumours around. I will tell the
Committee that I had been approached by a Spanish
investigative journalist who wanted to put to me a
number of things which he wanted to know whether I
had either heard about or believed might be happening
here. He was writing what I assume would be a pretty
substantive story that covered the manipulation of
referees and also questions of avoiding the doping
regulation in Spanish sport. As I understood it, he had
access to the tape of a discussion that a Spanish
investigating magistrate had managed to get hold of,
in which some of these things appear to have been
discussed between fairly senior people in Spain. But I
didn’t put it in my list because even a good and
serious journalist coming along with a story of that
kind might very well not be accurate. It might be a
rumour, and I said it was among the more fanciful
things I thought I’d heard.
Q77 Damian Collins: You must regret the fact that
you were recorded as making those comments, given
that you feel—compared to other statements you have
made today—that those allegations were fanciful
enough that they didn’t warrant further discussion in
your evidence of this morning.
Lord Triesman: It was a very light-hearted discussion
over a cup of coffee. Rather as people who know each
other and are chatting about football might have. Of
course I would rather it hadn’t happened, but the fact
is you don’t expect, while having a cup of coffee with
somebody who you think is a friend that they are
recording you and then going to sell it to a newspaper.
Q78 Damian Collins: You said something about the
Spanish, and ultimately the allegations are in regard
to the Russian Federation as well. Do you have
anything more to say about that?
Lord Triesman: It was part of the sequence of
questions that the Spanish journalist put to me in
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which he said, among other things, did I have any
view about why a Spanish Sports Minister should
have been at a discussion about oil and gas between
the two Governments. I had no idea. I have no idea
whether it happened.
Q79 Damian Collins: Mike Lee mentioned earlier on
that he thought it was wrong to have the roles brought
together, being Chairman of the FA and chairing the
bid. With hindsight, do you think that is right?
Lord Triesman: Well, when it started, almost the first
thing I did was to go to see Mr Blatter in Zurich,
where we had an intriguing discussion. Just in order
to explain the tone of it I ought to say that the first
part of it for some time involved him interrogating me
as to whether Andrew Jennings was one of my very
close friends and whether we had been to university
together. I think he was surprised to hear, because he
had been briefed that that was the case, that we didn’t
know each other at all. Indeed, we only came to know
each other in the last year. I think that is probably
pretty accurate. Anyway, he was deeply concerned
about that and he pressed that point at some length.
But then, to come to your question more directly, he
said that he believed that there were two things which
were absolutely paramount in making any kind of bid,
including any kind of successful bid. The first was
that it would be completely clear that the Government
of the day, and any possible successor Government,
stood absolutely behind the bid, stood behind
whatever the terms FIFA dictated ought to be included
in the bid agreements, and that that should be at the
very highest level—prime ministerial level. The
second was that the domestic football association must
be seen to be 100% behind the bid as well.
Incidentally, because Russia was mentioned in this
context earlier, it was a requirement put to Vitaly
Mutko as well—exactly the same requirement. I asked
him what he meant by that and he said, “You have got
to chair this bid.”
I will tell the Committee, I wasn’t over the moon—to
use a footballing expression—at hearing that. My life
was very full. The FA was very full. I am a member
of one or two Chambers of this Parliament, I like to
take a decent part in the life of this Parliament, and I
had done a vast amount of travelling when I was
Foreign Office Minister, as you do, and the idea of
doing a vast amount more was not exactly what I
wanted to hear. But it was certainly true that they
wanted an arm’s-length company, and we created one,
and I accepted what he said was a requirement of us
and took that role, having had a really quite difficult
discussion in the FA Board saying I was not at all
keen on it and they said, “You know, those seem to be
the rules of the game; buckle down and understand it.”
Q80 Damian Collins: In light of that, was that the
reason for having Sir Dave Richards involved as well
as Chairman of the Premier League, and do you feel
that his resignation damaged the bid?
Lord Triesman: I was very, very eager to have the
Chairman of the Premier League—or if not the
Chairman then Richard Scudamore from the Premier
League—and Lord Mawhinney, then Chairman of the
Football League. Because the whole of the

arrangement that you would have to make would
involve not only the use of some of the biggest
grounds but, as we saw in our bid book, grounds that
went down through the championship, and also a
number of grounds that would be the home base and
the practice grounds for all of the teams. These
leagues had to be really fully behind it and to cooperate with it. It took a long time to get the Premier
League on board. The point was made to me very
early on that I could have them on board very quickly
if I would concede that the 39th game was a great
idea—then they would be on board immediately.
Q81 Damian Collins: That was seriously
negotiating point?
Lord Triesman: That was put to me directly.

a

Q82 Damian Collins: Who by?
Lord Triesman: By Richard Scudamore. My view of
the 39th game is my view of the 39th game, I am
afraid. If I was asked the same question today I would
produce the same answer. But it was none the less
really desirable, and Sir Dave did come on and he did
take part in a good deal of the international travel, and
I appreciate that and thank him for it. At the point at
which he decided to resign I thought that it was
shaking a rather shaky machine to too great an extent.
Q83 Damian Collins: Back to talking about Sir Dave
for a moment, were you aware that the company of
which he was a director, which his son ran, had been
used by the World Cup bid team as a supplier for
some of their events?
Lord Triesman: No, I have seen that in the
newspapers and I am surprised to hear it.
Q84 Damian Collins: You were not aware of that
then?
Lord Triesman: No.
Q85 Damian Collins: Did you have any rules in
terms of managing potential conflict of interest for
people who are members of the bid team who may
have many different interests in their professional life?
Were there any procedures for managing conflicts of
interest like that?
Lord Triesman: What, among the members of the
bid board?
Damian Collins: Yes.
Lord Triesman: There were no members of the bid
board who had a direct involvement in FIFA other
than Geoff Thompson, and I think that everybody will
know that Geoff’s conduct is always pristine. That is
my experience of it.
Q86 Damian Collins: No, I was talking more in the
case of Sir Dave Richards, were there known
procedures whereby if a commercial supplier was
going to be used by the bid and one of the members
of the board had an interest—in Sir Dave’s case he
was a director of that company—that that should be
disclosed. I only ask because when I put this question
to Hugh Robertson when he gave evidence to us, he
said that, for example, with LOCOG there are very
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clear rules that a director might leave the room before
a decision is made to engage that company.
Lord Triesman: Where there were questions of
potential conflicts of interest, people were expected to
leave the room. I would have expected in the case of
anything that was being purchased by the bid to have
seen, above a certain value at least, competitive
tendering, and I would have expected a declaration
of interest by anybody whose business was supplying
anything to us.
Q87 Damian Collins: Regardless of the value in
that case?
Lord Triesman: Regardless of the value—anything
that is in a commercial contract. That essentially was
a ground rule that we had in the FA Board. Any
member of the FA Board would know that was exactly
how we conducted ourselves.
Q88 Damian Collins: So you were surprised to read
these reports?
Lord Triesman: I was very surprised. I don’t even
know what it was he supplied, incidentally—or sorry,
what the company supplied.
Damian Collins: It was promotional material to
support some of the events that were held to promote
the bid. Thank you.
Q89 Dr Coffey: Lord Triesman, you heard the
question I put to Mike Lee earlier, and I said I would
ask you the same. I have not heard this particularly
from the FA but from other people involved in
football. There was a concern that one of the things
that went wrong was announcing the bid too early.
You have heard Mike Lee’s response. Gordon Brown
was perhaps about to call an election, and it could
have been a feelgood factor in the country with an
England World Cup bid. Is it fair to say that Gordon
Brown gave an ultimatum?
Lord Triesman: No, he didn’t give an ultimatum.
What happened was that he announced it before the
FA board considered it, and the FA Board then—
Q90 Dr Coffey: Is that a bit of an ultimatum?
Lord Triesman: If it was intended to be an ultimatum
it nearly had exactly the opposite effect.
Q91 Dr Coffey: So why didn’t the FA say, “Actually,
Prime Minister, we are holding our fire until we make
our own decision”?
Lord Triesman: This happened before I arrived at the
FA, but from what I understand took place, because I
have of course tried to reconstruct the sequence and
the narrative for myself, the announcement was made,
and the FA, which was going to consider a paper at a
board meeting—which it did shortly after I arrived; I
think it may have even been my first board meeting—
looked at it, and was concerned that it had not taken
the initiative if it had been minded to do so, and that
it had not happened that way round.
Q92 Dr Coffey: We heard some evidence from
Roger Burden about why he withdrew his application
to be Chairman of the FA, because he recognised one
of the roles was to have that relationship with people

in UEFA and FIFA and he felt that he couldn’t do
that. Do you think the FA is likely to bid for the World
Cup ever again? Would you do it?
Lord Triesman: I think it’s extremely unlikely that
the opportunity will come round any time soon, not
just because the next three are already decided—
Brazil, Russia, Qatar—but if it is the case that opening
up new territories is the critical factor, I could well
imagine the logic of that argument taking people
towards China or India or whatever, or maybe
Australia, which did mount a bid. I don’t know for
certain that that will happen, but we are probably
talking then, if those are the general conditions that
impact on the thinking of the FIFA Executive
Committee, a very long time into the future. I fear I
won’t be seeing those games. I am going to try,
though.
Dr Coffey: Thank you.
Q93 Alan Keen: Do you think the strength of the
Premier League—it is not just the poaching of players,
and the economics of it, from other nations, but also
the televising of Premier League games in other
nations—damaged our bid? Do you think that causes
resentment?
Lord Triesman: The response I found to the Premier
League around the world came in two different ways.
The first was that there was an enormous admiration
for what had been achieved. Great, great competition,
generating huge rights and a great deal of other
commercial activity. I think that was admired. I know
that on a number of visits that I made abroad with Sir
Dave people would ask advice about, for example,
how to construct television deals or what the basics of
the competition might be that would be encouraging
to broadcasters and I think he gave of his time very
fulsomely when people asked those questions. So on
that side lies admiration. I don’t think I am being
indiscreet here, because I think a number of people
overheard this conversation, but I had a conversation
with President Lula when he came to receive an
international award in London in which, alongside
telling me how much he admired football here and
how much he would wish to see us win the 2018 bid,
he also said it would be desirable if we stopped, as
the translator put it from the Portuguese, hoovering up
all of their youngsters so that the most talented ones
were never seen playing in Brazil. That was a view
which I also heard around the place. Not everybody
wants to see their 16-year-olds move around.
Whatever the state of international employment law
might be, whether there are any restraints on it or not,
you can understand why people would like to see
great local talent playing in great local competitions.
So I think that a number of people did tend to respond
to us as being successful but at some considerable cost
to them.
Q94 Alan Keen: The economic reasons for the
players coming to the Premier League and televising
worldwide of the Premier games, that is justifiable to
a certain extent on economic grounds. But you are
absolutely right, something should be done about the
poaching of young players. Do you agree that we have
the same argument within this country between the
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Premier League and the rest of football, right down to
grassroots? Is there not the responsibility also for
helping the rest of the world develop its football,
instead of all the money coming to the Premier
League, because it is so good and is often praised as
deserved by Richard Scudamore and Sir Dave
Richards? Is one of the problems that we are faced
with resentment that has built up because of the
economic success of the Premier League?
Lord Triesman: The greater the economic success, of
course, the more the powers gravitate towards
whoever is successful in that way, and that means that
they come to dictate. I do not mean in the sense of
issuing diktats, but in the sense of the economic
rationale that then follows. They come to dictate the
sorts of salaries that are available, the size of squads
on those kinds of salaries and so on. There is no
question that there are people who feel that that
disadvantages them quite considerably. It is also true
that there is a great deal of outreach work done in
the world by Premier League clubs. I have the great
honour—and I do count it as a great honour—to be
a patron of Tottenham Hotspur’s foundation. I have
probably upset people. Anyway, there is a great deal
of work done in Africa by that foundation and that is
outreach from that club. Many clubs do it, but it is an
uneasy balance.
Alan Keen: There is a self-interest involved in any
development work done.
Lord Triesman: Yes, I guess the answer may be that,
if you look at the proportion of the money that is
earned going to those kinds of objectives, the greater
the proportion, the less resentment there will be. The
more people will feel it is crumbs off a very rich table,
the more likely they are still to feel some resentment.
I guess that is how people feel.
Q95 Alan Keen: You heard me ask Mike Lee—it
was not that I wanted to do Mike out of his job that
he does probably better than anyone else in the world,
going by the results—does there need to be a bidding
system, whether it is the IOC or FIFA? Should the
world governing body not, through talking to other
nations—not making them cover all they do not want
to—make those decisions? Do you accept this—that
the FA were really misled? If FIFA wanted to give the
World Cup to Russia because it needed some
encouragement, and Qatar was not one of the bestknown football nations, and it is a way of encouraging
developing football nations to develop their game, is
there an argument for not having a bidding system
at all? It does cost an awful lot of money and a lot
of heartache.
Lord Triesman: I suppose it would be possible to
devise other ways of awarding the World Cup. I think
it is very important that the key criteria are set out by
the world governing body. If it believes that the aim
is to get football to other parts of the world, I think
that is a perfectly reasonable criterion to express. It
may very well be that there are other means then
available for selection. The advantage, as I said
earlier, is that you would not bid for things in which
you have no chance. Why on earth would you bother?
The one potential advantage of a voting system rather
than any other kind of system is that it does and

should engage a very much wider part of the
worldwide football family in deciding what it wants.
Q96 Alan Keen: You would still have a voting
system within the governing body, as happens now. It
is just that you do not force nations to incur
tremendous costs bidding against each other, when
only one can win. Could I ask you, David, as well:
you have mentioned where you felt that approaches
were being made for bribes; did you also have the
feeling, those aside, that it was FIFA itself that was—
not asking for bribes necessarily, but making the
decision irrespective of the quality of the bids? They
had made their mind up in a way. Is that true? Are
there two segments of that in the 24 voting body: one
segment of individuals looking for bribes, but others
being dictated to by FIFA for whatever reason that
may be?
Lord Triesman: I am sure that FIFA, as an
organisation, though its president, has very great
influence and impact on some members of the
Executive Committee. Whether all of them, I would
not say, but it does have influence without any
question. In a way, Alan, I think I can only answer
the question and try to get to the heart of what you
are saying by saying that I think a wider electorate
would be better than this narrow electorate. I think
that it would be harder to influence everybody in a
wider electorate to the same extent. It would become
impossible for bidding nations, should they seek to do
things that were not proper, to do that to the same
extent to 215 possible voters, for example, if it was
the whole of the membership of FIFA.
At the end of it, my point about the end of it is about
the beginning of it: whatever happens at the
beginning, it would be very, very important if what
was required was spec-ed out properly and set out for
whoever then wanted to contest it. In a way, I guess
it is like winning the contractual rights to do anything
in a business or elsewhere. If what you are being
asked for is fundamentally at odds with what you can
possibly do—you cannot be a new territory in that
sense—then tell us at the beginning and we will make
the decision to not embroil ourselves in a way that
is fruitless.
Q97 Ms Bagshawe: Just quickly, Lord Triesman, at
the start of your evidence, you have identified, I think
accurately, that there are two separate issues here: one
is the deficiencies of England’s bid, and you have
agreed with some of Mr Lee’s evidence on some of
the ways it could have been improved; the second is
the possible corruption of people on FIFA’s Executive
Committee. In the earlier session, we explored some
of the submission that was made by The Sunday
Times. May I say, you are always good box office
when you come in front of the Committee, Lord
Triesman? You gave us some very shocking evidence
of your direct experience as part of the World Cup
bid. In your judgment, even if our bid had been better
and had remedied some of those structural
deficiencies, would it have been possible for England
to have won its World Cup bid without offering
bribes, benefits in kind, honours and other
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considerations to members of FIFA’s Executive
Committee?
Lord Triesman: I do not know the answer to that
question in a way that would allow me to say yes or
no, but I certainly think it was a millstone.
Q98 Ms Bagshawe: My colleague Mr Farrelly asked
jokingly in his question when the Légion d’Honneur
might have been awarded to the executive member
from Paraguay. I actually think that was a very salient
question. Do you think that, given the evidence that
we have had presented us today in both sessions,
including your evidence, it is now absolutely a matter
of pressing concern for FIFA to have an open
investigation into these allegations of corruption,
which are black and white?
Lord Triesman: I do think it is a pressing concern and
I take the point that some of might have pressed it
earlier. I understand that point as well, but I think it
is a pressing concern. We have a number of very
credible pieces of good investigative journalism: The
Sunday Times, The Times in relation to Mr Warner,
Panorama. But what I observe is that it is very, very
unusual that any investigation gets off the first few
steps. The first few steps did have an impact on FIFA
Executive Committee members, but that is a very
unusual event and there is nothing else that I
understand is likely to happen.
I will present them with whatever evidence is useful,
and I am more than willing to do that. I have no doubt
that the first response will be that it never happened,
and there will be a closing of ranks, but it must be
right in any circumstances where there is so much
at stake—huge amounts of money, large amounts of
national prestige, a sport that is loved worldwide—to
clear up anything that is dubious.
Q99 Ms Bagshawe: Just finally, in your answer to Dr
Coffey earlier, you said that you had waited. There

was a reason why you did not make these allegations
during the bid. You did not want to blow up the World
Cup bid—fair enough—and afterwards you wished to
present this evidence before a Select Committee of
Parliament before taking it further. You have now
done that. Will you now, therefore, be presenting this
evidence to FIFA and asking for an investigation?
Lord Triesman: I will make good all parts of my
undertaking.
Ms Bagshawe: Thank you.
Q100 Damian Collins: I will focus in on something
completely different, and a bit closer to home. As you
are the last witness in the oral evidence sessions for
our inquiry, I just wanted to have an opportunity to
ask you a question in your capacity as a former
chairman of the FA. It relates to the situation with
Queens Park Rangers and the process that led to them
being fined. Now, that investigation allows for about
eight months, and we had a farcical situation where a
club were about to be awarded the Championship
trophy and might have had to give it back within hours
or days depending on the arbitration of the FA’s
investigation. Do you think the FA needs to have
slicker processes in place to consider issues like this
so they do not affect the overall competitions?
Lord Triesman: I do not know what was involved in
the collection of evidence, so I say this a little
tentatively, but I would like to address the principle
of what you have asked. Both Ian Watmore and I
believed that it must be possible to do the regulatory
work more effectively, more rapidly and in a more
transparent way right across the whole of the field of
regulation, and this would certainly be included in
that.
Damian Collins: Thank you.
Chair: I think that is all we have for you. Lord
Triesman, thank you very much.
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Written evidence submitted by The Sunday Times
In your call for evidence for the football governance inquiry you asked if the sport’s ruling bodies are fit for
purpose. The Sunday Times would like to submit evidence on FIFA, the governing body ofthe world game
and, in particular, the way it governs the competition to host the finals of the world cup -a prize potentially
worth billions of pounds to the winning nation. It is an issue with direct relevance to the UK as the English
Football Association won only two votes out of 24 in its bid for the 2018 world cup competition last year,
despite spending £19 million campaigning for what most people agreed was one of the strongest bids in the
competition. Our own inquiries uncovered allegations of irregularities in the voting process, both past and
present. They included allegations that Qatar, the winning bidder for 2022, had been offering members of the
Fifa Executive Committee large amounts of money for their votes. The allegations were and remain unproven,
but we believe they were credible because they were made by people who held or had held official positions
in Fifa (and later supported by a whistleblower from within the Qatar bid) and were so serious that you would
have expected a responsible governing body to launch a proper investigation into them. We are not aware of
any investigation into these allegations:
1. On October 1ih last year The Sunday Times published a story entitled “World Cup Votes for Sale” which
raised a number of concerns about the bidding process to host the competition. The headline news was that
one Fifa Executive Committee (Exco) member had been filmed agreeing to sell his vote and a second member
had asked for £1.5 million for a sports academy from an undercover reporter seeking his vote. However, Fifa
should have been equally, if not more, alarmed by our secret recordings of six further former or current Fifa
officials who were offering to work as fixers for the World Cup bid. Each one of the six suggested paying huge
bribes to Fifa executive committee members as part of a strategy to win the bid. Vote buying was clearly
engrained in the bidding process.
2. Fifa held a short investigation which resulted in the suspension of six of the eight people we had named
(the other two no longer worked for Fifa so could not be disciplined). Fifa has never published the precise
reasons for the suspensions. For Fifa this was a quick end to the matter. The votes for 2018 and 2022 went
ahead a few weeks later.
3. As far as we can see, there was no attempt to investigate why the six officials had all claimed that a
successful bid appeared to need to buy votes. Furthermore, the tape-recordings we provided to Fifa contained
clear allegations that attempts to buy votes had taken place in the current and past bid contest. As far as we
can see, these allegations were not investigated either.
4. The activities of the Qatar bid had come to our attention a number of times during our investigation. In
July 2010 we spoke to Ismail Bhamjee, who used to be one of the four African Fifa Exco members and was
keen to work as a fixer for the undercover reporters. Bhamjee said his three fellow African members -Issa
Hayatou of Cameroon, Slim Aloulou of Tunisia and Amadou Diakite of the Ivory Coast -had each been paid
for their votes by Morocco when it was bidding against South Africa in the contest for the 2010 Wodd Cup.
He then offered to go away and find out what the current African Fifa Exco members were being offered
by Qatar.
The following is an extract from the undercover meeting we had with Bhamjee:
Reporter I: And we assume they’re very rich, Qatar.
Ismail: Yeah, yeah, yeah. And I’m told the Africans will get.
Reporter II: Will get something.
Reporter I: From Qatar?
Ismail: Yeah. Anything from a quarter to half a million dollars.
Reporter I: A quarter to half a million dollars?
Reporter II: And is that quarter to half a million dollars, is that to invest in football? Or is that
for them?
Ismail: No, no, no, no. This is on top. This is separate from the football.
Reporter II: That’s for money, personal money?
Ismail: Yeah, they get.
5. Our reporters then met Michel Zen Ruffinen, the former Secretary General ofFifa, who went through a
list ofFifa Exco members who he said could be bought. In Cairo, Zen Ruffinen introduced the reporters to an
acquaintance called Amadou Diallo. Over a series of conversations Zen Ruffinen claimed that Qatar was using
Diallo to arrange financial deals with the African members in exchange for WorId Cup votes. Further inquiries
established that Diallo had been employed by the Qatar bid and was also the “charge de mission” (chief
assistant) to Issa Hayatou, the president of the Confederation of African Football.
6. Our reporters then spoke to Amadou Diakite who, like Bhamjee had been one of the African Fifa Exco
members but had moved on to be a member of the Fifa’s Referees’ Committee. He said the African Fifa Exco
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members had been offered between $1 to $1.2 million US dollars for “projects” by Qatar in return for their
2022 vote. He claimed to be in contact with the members but it wasn’t clear whether this was directly or
through an intermediary. Over six telephone conversations he was repeatedly asked by our reporters to check
details about the financial deal being offered by Qatar to the Fifa Exco members and kept coming back with
fresh information. He said it was normal for a third of such financial offer to be paid up front and then the
member would collect the rest of the cash if the bid was successful.
7. The allegations regarding the Qatar bid and financial offers were highlighted in the letters sent to Fifa
before and after publication of our original article. The conversations were also on the video and audio
recordings we sent to Fifa. However, Fifa does not appear to have pursued any of these matters.
8. The Qatar bid hired a firm of solicitors in London when we put the allegations to them. Its lawyers
described the allegations as “entirely false”. It was a difficult story for The Sunday Times to publish as none
of the three people who made the allegations against Qatar was ever likely to be willing to appear as a witness.
However, in our view they had no reason to fabricate these allegations. Their allegations should, at least, have
been examined by Fifa.
9. Last December we spoke to a whistleblower who had worked with the Qatar bid. The whistleblower
claimed Qatar had paid $1.5 million to two Fifa Exco members -Hayatou and Jaques Anouma ofthe Ivory
Coast -to secure their votes. It was futher alleged that a similar deal had been struck with Amos Adamu,
although he was prevented from voting because he was suspended following our original article. The
whistleblower said that the cash was to go to the three members’ football federations but there would be no
questions asked about how the money was used: “It was said in such a way that “we are giving it to you”. It
was going to their federation. Basically, if they took it into their pocket, we don’t give a jack,” the whistleblower
told us.
10. The whistleblower’s allegations raise questions about the validity of Qatar’s winning bid. Hayatou and
Anouma are both reported to have voted for Qatar. We published the whistleblower’s claims in December in
an article which did not name the bidder or the members involved. Ivan Lewis, the shadow culture secretary
wrote to Fifa requesting an independent investigation. Fifa did not write back.
11. The original evidence that we sent to Fifa also contained other serious allegations which appear to have
been ignored. Ahongalu Fusimalohi, the former Fifa Exco member from the Oceania, was recorded talking
about how he had been offered bribes by the Morroco bid committee during the 2004 contest for the 2010
World Cup. He said he turned them down, although he was not against paying bribes as he advised our
undercover reporter to offer money to Oceania’s current Fifa Exco member. Fusimalohi also claimed that his
friend Bhamjee had told him that he (Bhamjee) had taken Morocco’s money in return for his vote. As
mentioned previously (point 4), Bhamjee himself accused his three fellow African Fifa EXco members of
accepting Morocco’s money. Bhamjee also claimed that Jack Warner, the Fifa Exco member for Trinidad and
Tobago, had been paid $lm by Morocco for his vote. There are only 24 Exco members and they are effectively
the ruling body of Fifa. It therefore seems extraordinary that such serious allegations by and about such senior
officials were effectively swept under the carpet.
Jonathan Calvert and Claire Newell
The Sunday Times Insight team
9 May 2011

Written evidence submitted by Sepp Blatter, President of FIFA
Zurich, 19 May 2011
Your letter dated 11 May 2011
I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated 11 May 2011 and have duly taken note of its contents.
As you know, FfFA has already asked both The Football Association and The Sunday Times for a report
regarding the latest allegations questioning the integrity of some FIFA Executive Committee members in
connection with the bidding procedure concerning the 2018/2022 FIFA World CupsTM. Once we have received
all relevant reports, we will then decide about the next steps to be taken, based on the evidence provided to us
and will inform you accordingly. Therefore, there is no need for me to come to your Committee.
You will surely understand that FIFA is focusing on its own investigation. Finally, please be informed that
the letter sent by MP Ivan Lewis dated 10 December 2010 was answered by FIFA on 20 December 2010,
contrary to what was stated in your report.
I thank you for your attention.
Joseph S. Blatter
19 May 2011
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Written evidence submitted by The Premier League
In his evidence last week to your Committee, Lord Triesman suggested that at some point I made the Premier
League's support for England's 2018 Bid conditional on The FA supporting the Premier League's proposal to
consider staging competitive matches overseas (the Premier League International Round, or PUR) I entirely
refute this suggestion.
This recollection is incorrect and is not supported by the chronology of events. The then Chancellor and
soon-to-be Prime Minister Gordon Brown announced his support for a prospective Bid when on a trip to India
in February 2007. I was with him on that trip and was more than happy to endorse the proposal so far as the
Premier League was involved.
Geoff Thompson, as Chairman of The FA, announced England's formal intention to bid in October 2007.
Premier League representatives on The FA Board fully supported this announcement. Indeed, given the
enthusiasm that staging the World Cup would generate amongst English fans, the stimulus to grow the game
still further and the opportunities to upgrade our facilities, it is obvious that our support would be committed
and genuine.
Lord Triesman became Chairman of The FA in February 2008, just two weeks before we announced our
intention to consult on the PUR. As a courtesy, I called Lord Triesman the day before the Club meeting at
which the idea was being discussed for the first lime. I gave him the outline of the proposal and he responded
very enthusiastically stating that he thought this Was an excellent idea and, from during his time at the FCO,
he understood how popular the League is around the world and this was just the sort of thing we should be
doing. The announcement was, as we knew it would be, controversial and Lord Triesman began to express
concerns to us and to the All Party Football Group. In fact, we shared these concerns reflecting that there were
major obstacles to overcome if the idea was to gain acceptance.
We felt that The FA's stated view, and our response, allowed there to be further discussion but clearly flagged
that it was likely that the proposal would prove too controversial to proceed. These exchanges took place in
February 2008, long before Lord Triesman announced his Bid plans, which took place in October.
The Premier League and its member Clubs continued to support the principle of the World Cup Bid. We did
privately express some concerns at the time, related to some of the detail in Lord Triesman's proposals for the
Bid structure but did not at any time waver in our support for the overall objective.
The idea that we would support the Bid in 2007, remove support in February 2008, and then reinstate it in
October 2008 is risible and unsupported by any evidence. From beginning to end we did all that we could to
promote the benefits of hosting the World Cup both to England and English football.
As always, if you require any further information please do not hesitate to ask.
Richard Scudamore
Chief Executive
20 May 2011
Written statement issued on behalf of the Qatar 2022 Bid Committee for the FIFA World CupTM
Response to the allegations published in a memorandum provided to the Culture, Media and Sport
Select Committee of the House of Commons
Further to the publication by the Culture, Media and Sport Select Committee (“the CMS Select Committee”)
of the House of Commons of a memorandum (“the Memorandum”) provided to it by two reporters at The
Sunday Times newspaper, the Qatar Football Association on behalf of the Qatar 2022 Bid Committee for the
FIFA World Cup™ (“the Bid Committee”) today published the following statement.
The Memorandum contains a series of serious, unsubstantiated and false allegations regarding the conduct
of the Bid Committee. We would like to take this opportunity to address these allegations on behalf of the Bid
Committee. However, before we consider the allegations made, we would like to point out two very significant
omissions from the Memorandum, and two very important additional considerations, that together throw very
considerable doubt on the credibility of the reporters, their motivations, and the extent to which the evidence
placed by them before the CMS Select Committee can in any way be relied upon.
Firstly, the Memorandum refers to a series of alleged conversations between the reporters and a number of
individuals connected with the bidding process for the 2018 and 2022 FIFA World CupTM Finals. What the
Memorandum does not state is that the reporters were posing as corrupt representatives of the United States
bid and ostensibly soliciting further corruption from those with whom they were speaking, in return for
substantial payments. It appears that many of these individuals were simply seeking to impress the supposed
US representatives and persuade them that it would be worth their while engaging them. Evidently, in such
circumstances very little reliability can be attached to the words of such individuals.
Secondly, more specifically, the Memorandum refers to allegations that Mr Michel Zen Ruffinen allegedly
made against the Bid Committee in the presence of the reporters (again we understand posing as corrupt
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representatives of the United States bid). However, the Memorandum fails to state that Mr Zen Ruffinen
immediately retracted those allegations both in a letter to the Bid Committee and a letter to The Sunday Times.
We find these omissions to be astonishing and a matter of the greatest concern. As a consequence of the
omissions, the Memorandum did not place the information before the CMS Select Committee in a fair and
balanced way.
In addition, the Memorandum refers to an alleged unidentified “whistleblower” who it is said formerly
worked for the Bid Committee. It is true that (as is not uncommon in a process such as the bid) one or two
people retained by the Bid Committee have left on acrimonious terms, although through no fault of the Bid
Committee. The only explanation apparent to us is that one such person, plainly with a significant axe to grind
against the Bid Committee, is the alleged whistleblower in question. We are mystified as to why anyone
formerly in the Bid Committee’s employ would now seem intent on fabricating stories about the Bid Committee
and would seriously question what his or her motivations are. In any event, we would caution anyone against
placing reliance, on uncorroborated statements made by an embittered ex-employee without a full and balanced
understanding of that individual’s personal and professional circumstances. Without knowing the identity of
the alleged whistleblower, the details of the allegations made or the circumstances in which they have been
made, it is impossible for the Bid Committee to respond to these allegations any further at this stage. However,
we make ourselves fully available to any appropriate inquiry that seeks to rely on any evidence presented, or
statements made, by the alleged “whistleblower” so that any such inquiry can be sure to have a full and
balanced understanding.
Finally, in respect of the general unreliability of the allegations made against the Bid Committee in the
Memorandum, we would point out that it has regrettably become customary for false allegations to abound in
World Cup bids, such as the unfounded accusations allegedly made last year by Lord Triesman which caused
him to resign from the English bidding team. In fact, the Bid Committee did not make any such false allegations
against rival bids and instead focussed on working tirelessly to succeed in being selected to host the 2022 FIFA
World CupTM.
With regards to the allegations made in the Memorandum, the Bid Committee would like to point out
as follows:
1. As stated above, the allegations are completely false.
2. The Memorandum does not contain or refer to any first hand evidence of any bribes being paid or
any impropriety on the part of the Bid Committee. All the allegations are hearsay and supposition, In
addition, the allegations are wholly unsupported by any documentary material whatsoever.
3. These individuals make serious allegations against the Bid Committee but fail to give any
substantiation of the allegations. For example, they do not state when the alleged bribes were to be
paid, how the negotiations with the individuals concerned had been conducted or crucially how they
came to know of the alleged bribes. On any proper view, their evidence is worthless.
4. The Memorandum states that in the view of the reporters, the individuals “had no reason to fabricate
these allegations”. We do not agree for the reasons set out in this Statement.
The Memorandum states that the reporters provided the material they have to FIFA. In fact, the Bid
Committee reported the allegations made by The Sunday Times to FIFA itself and encouraged them to
investigate. FIFA did so and their conclusion was completely to exonerate the Bid Committee.
The Memorandum also purports to explain the reasons for the decision of The Sunday Times not to publish
in the newspaper some of the serious allegations set out in the Memorandum. It states that this was on the
basis that “none of the three people who made allegations against Qatar was ever likely to be willing to appear
as a witness”.
The reporters will know (as the Bid Committee was advised by its lawyers) that the newspaper would have
a defence to any libel claim brought in respect of the publication of these allegations if it could show that it
constituted responsible journalism to do so and that publication was in the public interest. It would be quite
possible to advance such a defence without any of the three individuals mentioned giving evidence.
However, it must have been plain to the newspaper and the reporters that so unreliable and unsubstantiated
were the allegations, that it would not have constituted responsible journalism for these allegations to be
published. It is extremely unfortunate that the reporters provided these allegations to the CMS Select Committee
with the evident intention of having them published to the world, as they did in the Memorandum.
For The Sunday Times to suggest that “nobody of sound mind could be persuaded the support for Qatar”
was based purely on merit, because Qatar is a “small desert state with a minuscule population, no football
traditions and hostile summer temperatures” is not only insulting, but exemplifies the sustained and unbalanced
reporting that the Bid Committee has been subjected to by that newspaper.
The publication of the Memorandum on the website of the CMS Select Committee has caused enormous
and wholly unjustified potential damage to the Bid Committee and the individuals on it. The aim of the Bid
Committee has always been to show that the Middle East is a realistic option for staging the FIFA World
CupTM and it has worked extremely hard to bring the tournament to the Middle East for the first time. This is
something of which the Bid Committee and the people of Qatar are extremely proud. To have this achievement
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tarnished by completely unsubstantiated and false allegations and for those allegations to be propounded by
the Parliament of the United Kingdom is something we find distressing, insulting and incomprehensible.
Since participating and succeeding in the bidding process, the Bid Committee has been subject to a variety
of serious allegations. However, none of these allegations has ever been substantiated. Indeed, they have all
been false. Moreover, they have always consisted of generalised allegations of wrong-doing. No specific
examples of alleged wrong-doing on the part of the Bid Committee, such as a specific payment made to a
specific individual, have ever been identified to them. Advancing allegations against the Bid Committee in
such a way is particularly unfair and in such circumstances, it is very hard for the Bid Committee to refute
such vague allegations other than with a generalised denial.
The Bid Committee welcomes a thorough investigation into the allegations made against it. However, such
an investigation must surely only be carried out by a properly constituted body with due authority and
independence where our side of the story can be heard. It is wholly inappropriate for any examination of the
Bid Committee’s affairs to be based on unsubstantiated hearsay and inaccurate journalism.
The Bid Committee devoted considerable resources to its bid, which was necessary given that it was less
well known internationally than most of its competitors. Moreover, Qatar wants the 2022 FIFA World Cup™
to be the best and the most professional in all aspects. At all times, the Bid Committee has observed rigorous
propriety and acted entirely within the rules prescribed by FIFA for the bidding process. The bid team included
professionals from all over the world who worked with tireless endeavour and innovation and addressed the
modern aspirations of world football to win for Qatar the right to host the FIFA World CupTM. The whole
team and the whole of Qatar is very proud of that achievement. What is concerning and unfair is that there
appear to be those who are unable to accept that a team from a country like Qatar could perform in this way
and are ready -on the basis of no evidence -to assume the worst.
Qatar is excited at the prospect of hosting one of the world’s greatest sporting events and is determined to
deliver a World Cup truly deserving of football fans around the world.

Written evidence submitted by Mike Lee OBE
In light of the fact that my evidence to the Select Committee was somewhat overtaken by more dramatic
events, it has been suggested that I should write to the Committee to highlight some of the points made in that
session which might be of interest for your Final Report, particularly given the initial intent of the session and
your invitation for me to attend.
Thus the purpose of this letter is not to re-run the May 10th hearing but rather to provide a summary of
what I believe The FA can learn from England’s failed bid for the 2018 FIFA World Cup (and more recently
for UEFA’s U21 Championships, where the English candidacy received no votes) and how the new leadership
of The FA can take steps to improve its international standing and impact in the future.
It is probably not productive to spend more time on how the 2018 bid was incorrectly set up, how the
lessons of the 2006 bid and London 2012’s victory were ignored nor on why the campaign lost momentum at
crucial moments. All of this was covered to some extent in the evidence session.
Instead I thought it might be helpful to propose 5 action points (set out below) relating to the future of
international relations at The FA which the Committee might find to be of interest as you consider
recommendations for your Final Report:
1. The FA, in conjunction with the Premier League, should conduct a thorough review of their activities
within UEFA and FIFA in order to clarify the most effective and strategic use of English football
representatives within both organisations and perhaps seek to replicate the International Leadership
Programme created by UK Sport to identify administrative and political talent to be coached and
encouraged to fulfil international roles in the future.
2. This review should also identify the key Committees and Working Groups within both UEFA and
FIFA where English football’s voice can be most usefully heard and agree a target list of UEFA and
FIFA tournaments and events, including Congresses and seminars, that might be hosted in England
over the next 10 years.
3. The FA should consider and open a debate on the future of the guaranteed places for the Home
Countries on the International Football Association Board as well as the British Vice–Presidency
of FIFA.
These are in truth outdated positions of privilege and largely, as recent events, eg goal line technology
and the 2018 bid, have shown, without power. They are not utilised and yet are understandably a
source of quiet resentment in many other parts of the world.
Even if The FA do not want to relinquish these positions at least they should be asked i) what is their
real purpose in the years ahead and ii) what are the advantages that could be gained by volunteering
to stand down and open them up as part of an overall FIFA reform process.
4. The FA should set out a 10 year plan for their international development programme. I understand
that a review is underway and this may well include cutting budgets and closing down projects in
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Africa. This does not seem to fit with the progressive, long term approach to building friendships and
alliances for the future that is sorely needed.
5. The FA should step up and lead efforts to ensure a genuine Team GB football team at the London
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
The FA have always been very positive about this and it is, in my view, not only the right policy for
our hosting of the 2012 Games, it is also a signal of a willingness to move beyond the apparent
restrictions created by the positions of privilege enjoyed by the Home Countries as outlined earlier.
The FA should actively and openly campaign for their fellow FAs (Northern Ireland, Wales and
Scotland) to support this popular and engaging idea.
I hope that these thoughts are helpful and I wish you well in the drafting of your Final Report, which I, and
many others, hope will make a valuable contribution to the debate on how The FA and English football can
improve its administrative and political effectiveness both nationally and internationally.
Mike Lee OBE
26 May 2011

Written evidence submitted by Guy Oliver
I have listened with interest to the workings of your Select Committee with regard to football governance.
As you can see from the enclosed book, which I produce annually, I have a fair amount of knowledge as to
the workings of world football. I believe that I can bring a different perspective to the advice that you receive
with relation to England’s position in the world game and how English football should go forward in the future.
Although my Almanack bears the moniker of FIFA.com, I am not an apologist for FIFA and they do not
exert any editorial control over my work. I do, however, find extraordinary the sheer volume of invective
thrown in their direction from this country. I feel it is of critical importance to ask why England is the only
country in the world subjecting FIFA to this continuous barrage of criticism under the banner of “corruption”.
I am not in a position to say whether the workings of the FIFA Executive Committee are corrupt or not and
that is not the point of this letter, but I believe that as the only country in the world slinging mud in their
direction we are seriously undermining our position in world football and our capacity to effect change within
FIFA from a position of any strength or influence.
I write to you also hoping to give you some historical perspective. The calls from the BBC and other quarters
for us to leave FIFA simply beggar belief but as you will see it is nothing new. England, as inventors of the
game of football have always adopted a rather haughty attitude to FIFA and the rest of the world. We were not
interested in getting involved when FIFA was founded in 1904 and instead it was the French who drove world
football forward. The World Cup, the European Championship, the Champions League—all of them were the
creations of the French and all were subject to fierce criticism from these shores. It seems crazy now but the
English refused to take part in the first three World Cups while Chelsea were forbidden from taking part in the
first European Cup by the Football League, who objected to what they saw as a “foreign” intrusion into
“their” game.
In many ways little has changed, despite the outstanding efforts of the international department of the FA
under Jane Bateman. The globalisation of English football has been almost one way traffic. Yes, we enjoy the
talents of the many foreign footballers who play here but we rarely ask—or are interested to ask—as to the
football they left behind. England is just one of 208 nations recognised by FIFA but you could be forgiven for
thinking that football in England, Spain, Italy and perhaps France is the only football that matters—or that fans
around the world care about. This is simply not true. Each of FIFA’s 208 member nations has a unique football
culture that matters very deeply to people within that country.
The fact that I can write a review of the events of the year in my Almanack for all those 208 nations is a
tremendous credit to FIFA and the work they do. They have built new football association headquarters for all
of the world’s poorer countries along with technical centres to improve the skills of players, referees, coaches
and officials. Everyone of those 208 countries is now able to field a national team at all age groups for both
men and women as well as running leagues and cups for both men and women—something that was
unthinkable even 20 years ago. The effect FIFA has had on the women’s game has been particularly profound.
FIFA has done more than any other organisation to open up football to half of the world’s population where
before it had been a no go area and was even banned by most associations around the world—including the FA.
For that alone FIFA should be lauded and yet the media here portray the money spent by FIFA as handouts
to cronies and a callous manoeuvre by Blatter to make sure they re-elect him as president.
I don’t know whether the members of the FIFA Exco are corrupt. Personally, I have never come across it.
It is certainly a very political organisation but as one member of the Exco said to me when I questioned him
on the matter, it is very difficult to be corrupt when there are only 24 members. He believed that unlike the
IOC where there are more members, the spotlight shines more intensively on the FIFA Exco which he believes
is a massive disincentive to be corrupt.
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What I can be sure of is that the everyday working of FIFA by their hundreds of employees is anything but
corrupt. Indeed, I have never dealt with an organisation that does everything quite so strictly by the book. This
is where the real work of FIFA is done and to ask if FIFA is fit for purpose to run football, as many MPs have
done, this is where you should be examining and not the Exco.
The bottom line is that as a nation we need to change our attitude towards FIFA by at least acknowledging
the tremendous good they do around the world. Only then will we be able to look at what it does in a more
objective light.
The 2018 World Cup bid has been central to the criticism of FIFA especially the mechanism to chose the
host. I put it to you that any system used will be subject to fierce debate, be it one person or a small clique
left to decide, the 24 people currently used, or all 208 nations having a vote. I am not sure that any one
mechanism has a critical advantage over another. There will always be losers.
The most important question that needs to be asked is why did England not win. I have listed the key
points below.
1. Russia had the most compelling bid
Russia had never hosted the tournament and FIFA decided on December 2nd that it should explore new
frontiers and help the game in Russia develop. This was a very sound philosophy and one that should be
applauded. It is interesting to note that after about a week when this had finally sunk in here, the focus of the
criticism towards FIFA shifted to the 2022 decision and Qatar. I feel that the attitude to the Qataris has bordered
on outright racism. There were only ever two serious bids for the 2022 tournament as Japan, Korea and the
USA had hosted the tournament very recently. I would have chosen Australia in a bid to raise the level of the
game there but Qatar was seen as a vote for football in the Middle-East and there is sound logic behind the
decision, despite the logistical and technological challenges that lie ahead.
2. The Premier League’s 39th game plan
This was effectively a suicide note for the 2018 bid. The most shocking of all Lord Triesman’s revelations
was the admission that Peter Scudamore of the Premier League would support the bid if the FA supported the
39th game proposals. This would have put the FA in an impossible position when the Premier League’s support
should have been unconditional. The fact that it wasn’t would be considered treasonable in any other country
in the world.
The best way I can describe the negative impact of the 39th game proposal is to have you imagine that you
are Julio Grondona, president of the Argentine FA, a FIFA vice-president and owner of one of the clubs in the
Argentine top division. Is he honestly going to welcome a game between say Manchester City and Aston Villa
being played in Buenos Aires? How can he regard it as anything other than poaching by greedy English clubs
out to undermine the local clubs? It shows a staggering disregard for the local football culture in Argentina
and we wonder why Grondona didn’t vote for us! For Buenos Aires read Tokyo, Seoul, Doha, Asuncion,
Bangkok, New York, Mexico City... all with representatives on the Exco. Indeed, I’d say we did pretty well to
get two votes on December 2nd.
3—The arrogance of English football. English football has few friends around the world now and that is
something we really should care about. We do nothing to endear ourselves to the football communities in other
countries and that is reflected in the attitudes of fans and administrators towards us. If we want to play a central
role in the organisation of world football and to host a World Cup in the future, we must start engaging with
other football nations around the world by acknowledging and trying to understand better the different football
cultures that exist in different countries. I used to travel the world filming football and by showing an interest
in the local clubs and players and the history of football in the countries I visited, I created an immediate
warmth and friendship that opened so many doors. This has to be the top priority in English football as we
move forward.
Perhaps the saddest aspect of the 2018 decision was the sheer lack of grace the English showed in defeat.
The only person who stood up and congratulated the Russians and Qataris was David Beckham. People used
to admire the English for their sportsmanship but now we are just regarded as spoilt and arrogant. As someone
who has to deal with football people from all over the world, quite frankly it is embarrassing to be English
right now.
I would like to help change attitudes within football and I really do think that I could advise you and other
MPs as to the best way forward for the game in this country.
Guy Oliver
11 May 2011
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Supplementary written evidence submitted by The Sunday Times
Last November The Sunday Times gave Fifa tape recordings of current and former officials alleging that
Qatar was involved in vote buying. We mentioned this in our submission to your committee which was
published on 10 May 2011. These allegations have never been investigated by Fifa.
As we also mentioned in our submission, we spoke to a whistleblower who alleged that Qatar had been
offering members of the Fifa executive committee large amounts of money for their votes. After these
allegations were raised in your select committee hearing, Fifa contacted this newspaper on 11 May asking for
our evidence.
We therefore attempted to arrange a meeting between Fifa and the whistleblower. The whistleblower’s
lawyer, on behalf of his client, requested a number of assurances from Fifa as a condition of giving evidence.
These terms were agreed by Chris Eaton, Fifa’s head of security, on 20 May. Mr Eaton said in an email: “I
appreciate, understand and agree with the conditions you [sic] on behalf of WB [whistleblower].” The
whistleblower’s lawyer sent Fifa a draft agreement, including the agreed terms, the following day.
However, on 23 May Marco Villiger, Fifa’s director of legal affairs, suggested “a different approach” which
did not include the assurances sought by the whistleblower. When the whistleblower’s lawyer pressed for the
terms that had been agreed to be included in any agreement, Villiger said in an email on 24 May that they
were “not acceptable” without explaining why. The whistleblower’s lawyer had been expecting to meet Fifa to
negotiate an arrangement that would address concerns of both sides. However, Fifa made no further attempt to
contact the lawyer or the whistleblower. Instead Fifa issued a statement on 7 June which said that the conditions
requested by the whistleblower could not possibly be accepted.
It appeared to us that a responsible sport governing body would have been keen to find a way of talking to
the whistleblower rather than closing the matter down at the earliest possible opportunity. It made us question
whether Fifa really wanted to investigate the whistleblower’s allegations.
24 June 2011
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